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Abstract 
This thesis is about the Innocence of Muslims controversy that took place in the autumn 
of 2012. A film trailer about the Islamic Prophet Mohammed was uploaded on the 
video-sharing site YouTube. The film lacked coherence, and depicted the prophet in 
offensive ways. In the course of months, the film went from being an unknown obscure 
film trailer with an amateurish look, into sparking a range of protests and 
demonstrations around the world. The conflict bore resemblances with the Rushdie 
affair from 1989 and the Mohammed cartoon crisis from 2005 and 2006, although some 
important features were different. I have conducted a content analysis of the online 
coverage of five different news media to find some journalistic tendencies in how the 
controversy is presented. The results showed that the journalistic tendencies were in 
line with general news coverage with a majority of mainly episodic framed articles and 
various main sources, although Western news media was dominating. However, I also 
found that the coverage offered a more nuanced and less polarizing presentation of the 
controversy than expected, and that the controversy did not resemble the Rushdie affair 
from 1989 and the Mohammed cartoon crisis from 2005 and 2006 as much after all. 
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1 Introduction and background 
In the summer of 2011 there had been a casting in Los Angeles, USA, for a film called 
Desert Warriors made by an unknown filmmaker named Sam Bacile. According to 
Zuckerman (2013), the actors reported to have played the whole script out in front of a green 
screen, wearing turbans, robes and sandals. They were told it was a film about the life in 
Middle East 2,000 years ago, and the plot involved battle between warring tribes provoked by 
the arrival of a comet. The main person’s name was George, which some of the actors later 
said they found odd for a person supposedly living in the olden Middle East. “The script was 
so poorly written that the actors made fun of it between takes, and the director didn’t seem to 
care if the actors flubbed their lines, moving quickly from scene to scene” (Zuckerman, 2013, 
p. 31). When the clip appeared on the video sharing website YouTube in July 2012 the title 
was changed to Innocence of Muslims and clearly dubbed, which would explain why the 
director was not more concerned with getting the actors’ lines straight as it became apparent 
that they were meant to be replaced by a voiceover anyway. The name “George” was 
changed to “Mohammed”, referring to the Islam Prophet Mohammed, and portraying him in 
a very offensive way as a “sex-obsessed, violent paedophile” (MacKinnon & Zuckerman, 
2012; Zuckerman, 2013, p. 8). In Islam, publishing an image of Mohammed is by many 
Muslims considered to be blasphemy (Post, 2007), and a few months after the YouTube 
appearance of the trailer, reactions started to emerge.  
This is how the film Innocence of Muslims was made, according to the actors and as 
reported by American media scholar Ethan Zuckerman (2013). The film would later go on to 
spark protests around the world and even cause riots and attacks on embassies with deaths as 
a consequence. The reactions to the YouTube film Innocence of Muslims resemble previous 
transnational conflicts within the past 25 years such as the Rushdie affair from 1989 and the 
Mohammed cartoons in 2005 and 2006. This film controversy caught my interest because it 
seemed strange that anybody could take seriously such an amateurishly produced and 
obviously low quality film, and that it could cause such anger and violence. It is not even ten 
years ago since the cartoon crisis, and again the world witnesses another seemingly very 
similar transnational conflict. Or so it seems. I wanted to find out if it is practically the same 
conflict appearing over and over, and decided to do some research to see how this conflict is 
presented in online news services throughout the world to find answers. 
One of the main conflict lines appearing in the controversies mentioned is the value of 
free speech set against the value of religious freedom (and feelings), but in this controversy 
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the Internet has a more conspicuous role. These topics will therefore be the main themes as I 
will discuss the key characteristics of the conflict, as well as conducting a content analysis of 
some of the media coverage to find out how the media presented the conflict.  
 
1.1 The Innocence of Muslims controversy 
At first the film The Innocence of Muslims did not attract much attention when it was 
published on YouTube. It only got a few thousand views, but in this particular case it only 
needed two of them; the American Pastor Terry Jones and the Egyptian Coptic activist 
Morris Sadek. They were both known in their circles as being opposed to Islam. Terry Jones 
received international attention in 2010 when he launched the “International Burn a Quran 
Day” on the ninth anniversary of the September 11 attacks. He was then persuaded by senior 
US officials not to carry out his plans. However, Jones did promote Innocence of Muslims to 
his followers on his “International Judge Mohammed Day” on September 11th 2012. The 
second influential person who viewed the YouTube trailer, Morris Sadek, was already known 
in the Coptic community for denigrating Islam through emails. He posted a version of the 
film with Arabic subtitles on the website of his group, the National American Coptic 
Assembly. He also sent emails to his colleagues in Egypt promoting the video. Due to this 
promotion the film eventually ended up in the hands of the Egyptian TV host Sheikh Khaled 
Abdullah (Zuckerman, 2013). Abdullah works for Al-Nas, a satellite television channel based 
in Cairo. The channel is known as being strictly religious. It has for instance no female 
presenters due to religious reasons, and when Innocence of Muslims was shown on Al-Nas 
the faces of the female characters were blurred out. The version of the trailer that featured on 
Abdullah’s show was also dubbed into Arabic, which made it impossible to hear that the 
English original audio was a “cut-and-paste” project and added digitally after the scenes were 
shot. On his show, Abdullah implied that it had been supported by the US government and 
showed on state television in the United States. The truth was completely different as the 
only place the film actually had been showed was at an unsuccessful screening in Los 
Angeles. The director Sam Bacile had initially intended the local Muslims in L.A to be the 
target group. Steve Klein, who claims to be a script consultant for the film, said “our intent 
was to reach out to the small minority of very dangerous people in California and try to shock 
them into understanding how dangerous Islam is” (CNN International, 2012b). Bacile had put 
an advertisement for the film in a local newspaper in Arabic, in which the film was titled The 
Innocence of Bin Laden to attract those who felt Bin Laden was innocent. Considering the 
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controversial content of the film this indicates that his motives were mainly to provoke and 
that he sought to reach the religious extremists in California. However, there were few, if 
any, who turned up to the screening, and Bacile’s attempt to provoke the locals had failed 
(Zuckerman, 2013, pp. 32-33). 
 
Global reactions 
Globally, it was the appearance on Abdullah’s TV show that attracted attention. A clip from 
the show with the Arabic dubbings of Innocence of Muslims was also published on YouTube, 
contributing to the distribution of it (Al Jazeera English, 2012). The film evoked wrath 
among some of the Muslim population in Egypt and the anger soon spread to neighbouring 
countries. Al-Nas is watched throughout the Arab-speaking world and on 11th of September 
2012 the American embassies in Cairo, Egypt, and Benghazi in Libya suffered from protests 
turning violent. In Cairo the protesters broke the outer wall and replaced the American flag 
with the Islamic black one. The American consulate in Benghazi was set on fire and attacked 
by an Islamist militia, Ansar al-Shariah. The American ambassador Christopher Stevens and 
other employees were trapped inside, leading to the death of Stevens and three other 
employees from smoke inhalation (Zuckerman, 2013).  
Several other protests followed spread out in many different countries, mainly 
targeting American embassies and consulates despite strong condemnations of the film from 
America’s President Obama. He and foreign minister Hilary Clinton appeared in a short 
advertisement shown on television in Pakistan, in which they clearly explained that the 
American government had nothing to do with the film (BBC News, 2012e). 
For a long time it remained a mystery who the responsible party for making the film 
was. Sam Bacile was difficult to trace and eventually it turned out that the person of Sam 
Bacile did not exist. The name was fictional, and the real person behind it was a man called 
Nakoula Basseley Nakoula. He was a Coptic Egyptian residing in Los Angeles. He had 
served in prison previously for using false identities and for committing fraud. His vision for 
the film was to reveal the flaws of Islam, which he even described as “cancer” (Bakken, 
2012). Viewed in terms of the violent protests that followed, one could say that he 
accomplished some of what he wanted, albeit with some luck and help from other influential 
people such as the TV presenter Abdullah. The Innocence of Muslims controversy has some 
similarities to, but also some very prominent differences from the Rushdie affair and the 
Mohammed cartoons incident and they will both also be presented here. 
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1.2 The Satanic Verses 
Indian-born writer Salman Rushdie had dazzled the world with his first novel Midnight’s 
children, which was published in 1981 and brought on a huge success. It became a bestseller 
and Rushdie was awarded with several prizes, including the Booker prize and later also the 
‘Best of Bookerprizes’ (Index of Cencorship, 2010). The Satanic Verses was his forth novel 
and begins with a plane being hijacked by terrorists and set to explode while still in the air. 
The two main persons of the story survive and fall into the English Channel. The two men, 
Gibreel Farishta who is a famous Indian film star and Saladin Chamcha, who is an actor with 
a British citizenship, are during their fall to the Canal transformed into the devil and the 
archangel Gabriel. The Satanic verses consists of several layers, surreal elements and dreams. 
It opens for more than one interpretation of the content, which was a part of the following 
debate (Engelstad, 2013, p. 18). However, there are sequences in the book that implies that 
Rushdie doubts Islam and he questions how the religion views the Quran as God’s own 
words rather than a historical document. Even the title The Satanic Verses is problematic for 
some religious people as it refers to some verses that are supposed to have been part of the 
Prophet Mohammed’s visions but later removed because they were said to stem from the 
devil (Engelstad, 2013, p. 19).  
The book met with major protests, book burnings and death threats. Rushdie was 
accused of blasphemy, and of insulting the Islamic Prophet and even the whole Islamic 
religion. The book was banned in Bangladesh, India, Sudan, South Africa and Sri Lanka. 
Some Muslim organisations in the UK called for Rushdie to be prosecuted, and the year after 
the publication, on the 14th of February 1989, Ayatollah Kohmeini of Iran issued a fatwa 
calling for the author’s execution. Rushdie was forced into hiding because of the threats but 
continued to publish works of fiction and nonfiction (Index of Cencorship, 2010). The 
“other” side of the conflict responded by upholding free speech as the superior value, above 
religious feelings and blasphemy. 
The fatwa was after some time extended to include other persons involved with the 
book, like publishers, translators and booksellers. In 1991 the Japanese translator of the 
novel, Hitoshi Igarashi, was stabbed to death and two other translators were also attempted 
murdered. The Norwegian publisher William Nygaard was shot outside his home in Oslo on 
11th of October 1993. He survived and has since continued to speak up for freedom of speech. 
Rushdie went out of hiding after 10 years but the fatwa has never been withdrawn (Index of 
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Cencorship, 2010, p. 168). However, the Iranian government declared in 1998 that they did 
not want the death sentence executed anymore (Store Norske Leksikon, 2013). 
 Salman Rushdie has written the foreword in The price of free speech by Nygaard, and 
clearly states the extended fatwa on all those concerned with the publication of The Satanic 
Verses an outrage, scandal, barbaric, philistine, bigoted and criminal. At the same time he 
expresses anger that the act also had been called “religious”, “a cultural problem”, and even 
“understandable” and “theoretical”. He poses the question; “(…) if, today, people understand 
the motives of such would-be assassins, what else may they “understand” tomorrow?” 
(Rushdie in Nygaard, 1996, p. 13).  
 The second conflict following a similar course of events was the cartoon crisis that 
started in Denmark in 2005 and then quickly evolved into a transnational conflict. 
 
1.3 The Mohammed cartoon crisis 
The cartoon crisis started with the publishing of twelve caricatures depicting Mohammed and 
Islam in the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten September 30th, 2005 (Eriksen, 2007, p. 176). 
It started out as a news story about a writer who struggled to find an illustrator to his 
children’s book about Islam. In Islam depictions of Mohammed altogether is prohibited. The 
writer, Kåre Bluitgren, wanted recognizable illustrations of the prophet but told Jyllands-
Posten that all the illustrators he contacted turned him down due to fear of repercussions from 
the Muslim society. Boe and Hervik (2008) mention in their summary of the events that what 
media failed to communicate clearly was that Bluitgren was known for controversial 
publications and provocative attacks on Muslims. Jyllands-Posten picked up the thread from 
Bluitgren by asking satirical cartoonists to draw caricatures of the Prophet as they saw him. 
Cartoonist Lars Refn said the request put the cartoonists in a difficult position. If they said 
yes they would offend Muslims, and if they said no they would confirm the suspicions of 
self-censorship (Boe & Hervik, 2008, p. 216).  
Only one of the cartoonists Jyllands-Posten contacted said he did not want to 
participate because of fear of repercussions. The results of that investigation were not 
considered to be good enough to be published in the most prestigious section of the paper, the 
section called “Insight” (Indblik). Instead, the editor-in-chief Carsten Juste passed the story 
on to the more opinionated cultural section in the weekend edition, accompanied by an 
editorial the same day titled “The threat of darkness”. The editorial supported the project in a 
confrontationally provocative way, arguing the necessity of publication because “a hoard of 
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imams and mullahs, who feel entitled to interpret the prophet’s word, cannot abide the insult 
that comes from being the object of intelligent satire” (Editorial Jyllands-Posten, September 
30, 2005 cited in Boe & Hervik, 2008, p. 216).  
The caricatures lead to demonstrations and anger among Muslims in Denmark, not 
only directed at the caricatures but at the growing Islamophobia they experienced. In 
October, the ambassadors of eleven Muslim nations asked for a meeting with the Danish 
prime minister to discuss the situation of the Muslims in the Danish society. The prime 
minister declined, saying it was not the government’s place to meddle into press business. 
The Norwegian Christian paper Magazinet printed the same caricatures in January 2006, 
making Norway an accomplice to Denmark and thereby just as much a target for the anger. 
After the Norwegian publishing the conflict spread to several countries around the world. 
Demonstrations caught the world press’ attention. Flags were burned, boycotts were engaged, 
and people were killed. The governments of Denmark and Norway began to feel unease. The 
demonstrators did not separate them from the press in view of being responsible for the 
caricatures, and thus saw them as just as guilty. The Norwegian foreign minister made a 
public apology, saying that freedom of speech does not give the right to offend (Eriksen, 
2007). Among Norwegian editors there was a broad consensus to support their Danish 
colleagues, and many criticised representatives from the government who chose a pragmatic 
rather than an ideological response to the conflict (Bangstad & Vetlesen, 2011, p. 338). 
However, apart from Magazinet, Norwegian newspapers generally refrained from printing 
the cartoons, except perhaps as facsimile.  
 
1.4 Islam versus West 
The three conflicts recounted above have at least two levels of conflict. One is the conflict of 
free speech versus religious freedom and respect for religious feelings, which will be further 
explored in the second chapter. The other is the underlying tension between the West and 
Islam as civilizations. The Western and Islamic civilizations have been framed as 
distinguishable actors in the conflicts of Salman Rushdie’s book The Satanic verses and the 
cartoon crisis. In the Innocence of Muslims controversy the American and other western 
embassies in several countries were the targets for Muslim demonstrations against the film, 
and the activists expressed anger towards the West through slogans and chants. According to 
NRK, 500 people gathered in the streets of Teheran, Iran, and cried out “death over America” 
(Aanesen & Kolberg, 2012). While during a protest in Oslo, Norway, activists had chanted 
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“Obama, Obama, we love Osama”, referring to the previous leader and proclaimed terrorist, 
Osama bin Laden (Hirsti, 2012). However, this controversy also had another contextual 
conflict to consider, namely the tensions between Coptic Christians and Muslims in Egypt. 
 
1.5 Copts and Muslims in Egypt 
Because of the background of the filmmaker as a Coptic Christian it is relevant to explain the 
tensions between Copts and Muslims in Egypt in order to provide context and explain his 
hostile attitude towards Islam. In Egypt the majority of the population is Muslim but there 
also lives a substantial indigenous Christian population, and the majority of the Christians 
belong to the Coptic Orthodox Church (Iskander, 2012). The Islamization of the Egyptian 
society and public sphere in the 1970s spurred questions about the Copts and their situation in 
the Egyptian society as equal citizens to the Muslims. This led to an increasing frustration 
and anxiety among the Egyptian Copts. The main issues, which the Copts struggle with as a 
minority, are based on legal and administrative discrimination, such as church building, 
family law and conversion. Their representation as a minority group within the regime is 
weak, and the authorities have failed to prevent and punish religiously motivated violence 
against Copts (Elsässer, 2010, p. 131).  
The Coptic problems were for some time unknown to large sections of the public 
because of tight information control by the regime. The government controlled media, and as 
they treated the Coptic issues as high-security they effectively restricted what information the 
public had access to. As the extent of the religious tensions and the violence against Copts 
were not well known, many responded with distrust to the information that circulated in 
international press, in Coptic internet fora, and in human rights communities on the subject 
(Elsässer, 2010, p. 137). A more independent, diversified and critical press had been 
developing since the late 1990’s and contributed to loosen up the information control. 
However, the independent press is not completely free. Security forces may sometimes deny 
media access to scenes where sectarian violence has taken place, and government officials 
continue to follow a policy of giving out minimal information, and/or disinformation. The 
governmental press also follows this latter policy. But the independent press has still had an 
effect. Researcher Sebastian Elsässer (2010) studied the coverage of an incident in Egypt 
where Muslim tribesmen attacked a Coptic monastery. The daily government press did not 
pay major attention to the event. It disappeared from the papers after three days, and they 
framed the incident as an economic issue and conflict over lands. The independent daily 
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press, however, treated it with high priority and highlighted the Muslim-Christian relations 
and the government’s failure to prevent the attack.  
 In the run-up to the legislative elections in 2005, the country faced a period of 
political liberalisation. The political grip was tightened again soon by the new regime, but the 
diversified and critical press which had been developing since the late 1990s had been given 
enough room during the period of liberalisation to continue (Elsässer, 2010, p. 131). One of 
the effects of this changing media landscape was that the Coptic issues and religious tensions 
between Copts and Muslims transformed from being taboo into highly popular subjects of the 
daily and weekly press. For the first time these issues were discussed publicly and 
subsequently putting pressure on political protagonists, such as the Muslim Brotherhood, to 
take position and propose solutions to these issues, often referred to as the Coptic Question. 
Citizenship and its requirements were discussed with regard to problems of religious 
minority, people called for a secularization of the state institutions and separation between 
religion and politics, reawakening a democratic liberal stream of political opinion that had 
been repressed under the surge of religious conservatism and fundamentalism that began 
back in the 1970s. The backside of this newfound openness and democratic tendencies was 
that while Coptic issues and the relations between Muslims and Copts were discussed, they 
were also treated in a sensationalist manner. They were given disproportionate attention, 
inflated into theories of conspiracies, there were openly expressed prejudice against Copts, 
and incidents of discrimination and religiously motivated violence against Copts were 
reduced to being a matter between extremists on both sides, or indirectly justified as being 
defensive reactions to a presumed Western or Christian attack on Islam (Elsässer, 2010, pp. 
131-132).  
 Before Internet and satellite television most people relied on government-controlled 
newspapers, and Copts and Muslims received mainly the same information with the same 
viewpoints, including the perception of the issues Copts faced. With the changes in media 
outlets several special interest channels and websites give a much wider range of choices. It 
is likely that more and more Egyptians find information from political or religious satellite 
channels and Coptic or Islamic websites. These are media spaces that tend to present very 
different facts and truths about the same political issue (Elsässer, 2010, p. 132). This provides 
a potential danger for tunnel vision, as we can choose to filter out any views and opinions we 
do not like or agree with. This again can lead to a reinforcement of group thinking, polarizing 
and radicalization (Bangstad & Vetlesen, 2011, p. 338).  
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The relationship between Copts and Muslims in Egypt gives a better ground for 
understanding the environment in which the idea for Innocence of Muslims was born than a 
free speech context. The filmmaker had no outspoken intent to demonstrate free speech or to 
criticise the information control in Arabic regimes. However, the protesters reacting to the 
film seemed to have interpreted the film as yet another western attack on Islam, camouflaged 
as an exercise of free speech, following the The Satanic Verses and the caricature conflict. 
The politicians, however, seemed to interpret the controversy as being concerned with 
international relations and as a consequence of unfortunate use of Internet. 
 
1.6 Research questions 
In this essay I will do a research on the media coverage of the Innocence of Muslims 
controversy in five different online news channels situated in different geographical, social 
and political contexts. The reason why I find it interesting to take a closer look at the media 
coverage of this controversy is because of the theoretic argument that the way news are 
presented in media may to a great extent also be the favoured reading of the case by media 
consumers. This is the key premise of news framing, which will be accounted for in the third 
chapter. As framing theorist Karen Johnson-Cartee points out, it is through contact with 
media that many people create the images we hold in modern societies, rather than through 
direct experience (2005, p. 4). This means that the way media portray the Innocence of 
Muslims controversy will be influential to how citizens make sense of and respond to it. If the 
media nurture certain stereotypes and polarizations, the society will to a large degree do so 
too. In the larger picture, that can be an obstacle to integration and may cause even more 
conflicts based on misinformation and ignorance.  
The first research question is concerned with the media coverage and seeks to grasp some 
journalistic tendencies, such as polarisation and stereotyping. The second is more specifically 
directed at the role of free speech in the coverage. Free speech played, as we have seen, a 
huge role in both the Rushdie affair and the Mohammed cartoon crisis. Will it also be central 
in the coverage of the Innocence of Muslims controversy? 
The research questions are as follows:  
 
1. How is the Mohammed video conflict presented in the online coverage of NRK.no, 
DR.dk, BBC.co.uk, CNNInternational.com and AlJazeera.com?  
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2. Is freedom of expression used as ideological defence for the film in the articles or are 
other aspects in focus?  
 
To answer these questions I have chosen to conduct a quantitative content analysis of 
all the online articles about the film and the consequences of its distribution in the period of 
the conflict start 11th September and throughout the year 2012, when the situation had calmed 
down again. The online channels providing the articles are NRK.no, BBC.co.uk, 
CNNInternational.com, DR.dk, and AlJazeera.com (Al Jazeera English). They all represent 
different perspectives as they each have a varying degree of relevance for Innocence of 
Muslims, the Rushdie affair and the cartoon crisis. These various outsets will be presented in 
the third chapter. 
It is important to note that the articles studied here are news articles, not 
commentaries or other obviously subjective or opinion-based journalistic work. News articles 
are chosen as units of analysis because their goal is to present news in a factual and 
explanatory manner to inform and to help their readers to make sense of what is happening. 
To include opinion-based comments and other subjective articles may give misleading results 
as it would mix subjective opinions with the institutionalised frames, which would defeat the 
purpose of detecting journalistic bias in the presentation of objective facts. 
 
1.7 Structure 
After this introduction, chapter two will give an account of the theoretical perspectives of free 
speech and freedom of religion, and how they are set up against each other. It will also make 
out the impact of Internet and the challenges it poses for free speech, and present an 
alternative interpretation of the conflict by art-historian Jacob Stewart-Halevy.  
The third chapter is the content analysis. I will go through how frames work in news 
texts and the effect they may have on an audience, which is the basis of the content analysis. I 
will also give an account of the methodological aspects, and how it has been conducted here.  
Chapter four gives a presentation of the results, as well as an analysis and discussion 
of research question one, and the fifth chapter is analysis and discussion of research question 
number two. I will give the concluding remarks in chapter six. 
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2 Theoretical perspectives  
In this chapter I seek to place the controversy of Innocence of Muslims in a larger theoretical 
context and will do this by discussing two different perspectives. The first is the emergence 
of global communication, through the Internet. The second perspective is international 
conflicts tied up with the relationship between freedom of expression and religious rights. 
 
2.1 Globalisation 
“(…) Global reach makes for a greater connectedness and linkage among peoples and the 
emergence of some kind of global culture” (Herman & McChesney, 1997, p. 8). The term 
‘globalisation’ refers both to a physical compression of the world as well as a global 
consciousness, and it is a process that has been going on for years. Media globalisation is 
tightly tied up with the economic and political changes throughout the times. The huge 
differences in national political and economic developments made the western governments 
and media corporations the primary actors of global media (Herman & McChesney, 1997, pp. 
11-12).  
Many critics of globalisation points out the western dominance when arguing against 
the view of a truly globalized world, and evidently with reason. According to Zuckerman, the 
United States represents about one-fourth of the world’s economy (2013, p. 46). Some 
scholars also talk about a ‘triadization’ instead of globalization. Triadization refers to USA, 
EU and Japan because the world economy globalisation seems concentrated within that 
triangle (Thussu, 2000, p. 77). Media researcher Kai Hafez refers to media globalisation as a 
myth because the state is still not obsolete. Businesses operating internationally have a clear 
home base or strong regional linkages, and he says that the media’s political ties to their 
home country are as strong as ever (Hafez, 2007, pp. 3-4). Hafez says that media contribute 
to de-territorialize information and ideas, but that they may also contribute to creating new 
means of constructing ideas of borders (2007, p. 128). 
 
Media globalisation 
In the 1990s, the U.S domination of the global market was evident and most markets were 
highly concentrated, the music industry being the most, and book publishing the least, due to 
language differences (Herman & McChesney, 1997, p. 43). The emergences of satellites and 
cable distribution of programming lead to a significant increase in number of available 
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channels in most nations. Another huge change in globalisation was the development of 
Internet and the establishment of the World Wide Web, making Internet available to people 
all over the world. Internet is inherently a global medium and by now replaced many of the 
social and technical arenas. 
  “The media allows us to understand what the other is like at any time. It is in itself 
entirely logical that this enlightened globalism is closely linked to the concept of ‘Dialogue 
among Civilizations’, which the United Nations elevated to its annual slogan for 2001. Yet 
this is exactly where the problem lies” (Hafez, 2007, p. 2). Kai Hafez acknowledges the 
technological opportunities media globalisation offer, but he questions whether the media 
world today actually is more divided, saying people “refrain from engaging in global 
communication” (Hafez, 2007, p. 3). There are several positive effects of media 
globalisation. The competitiveness may put a pressure on, and be a threat to state-controlled 
broadcasting systems that are performing poorly and encourage them to extend and improve 
their services. The rapid dissemination of popular culture and the information flow can 
contribute to an increased understanding of different cultures, both between different nations 
and different cultural groups within a nation. The positive effects indicate that media 
globalisation can knit the world tighter together, widen the audience options, increase 
diversity, and push back the tendencies of centralization, and give users and audience more 
power. However, the image of globalisation needs to be nuanced. 
When it comes to culture, both media and immigration contribute to a flow of cultural 
influence, leading to a de-territorialisation of information and ideas (Hafez, 2007, p. 128). 
With immigration, people move across national borders bringing their cultural background 
and traditions with them. This, however, does not necessarily mean that the brought culture 
will spread out to the resident inhabitants. One of the largest immigrant groups in Norway is 
Polish people but this does not mean that the average Norwegian knows much about Polish 
culture such as locally produced music, films and food.  
There are mainly three forms for cultural change in the debate of globalisation; the 
adoption of the other culture (which is to a large degree the Western), creating a hybrid 
culture influenced by both global and local elements (a glocal hybrid culture), and thirdly the 
revitalization of traditional and local cultures (Hafez, 2007, p. 14). Saleh writes that many 
Arabs and Muslims believe that in order to preserve their original identity they have to be in a 
traditional cultural environment cut off from foreign influence. This will explain, he says, 
many of the phobias related to globalisation (Saleh, 2008, p. 180). This could partially be a 
factor to explain why some areas struggle with integration as well.  
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When it comes to media and cultural flow, Hafez’ points out that while media may overcome 
borders by contributing to linking two or more cultural systems together, it might also just as 
well do the opposite. There is a counter-tendency to globalisation meaning that people 
become more eager to establish their own national identity, contributing to xenophobia and 
racism revival (Hafez, 2007, p. 136). He presents an example of Turkish immigrants in 
Germany who in the 1980s were dependent on German television, while now they have a 
range of Turkish channels to choose from through satellite channels. This is by some 
observers believed to be strengthening their cultural ties to their origin countries and by that 
reinforcing the national cultures rather than integrating into the German culture. This makes 
it seemingly less necessary to adapt to the local culture, Hafez says, and asks whether media 
globalisation is “a catalyst for the aggravation of ethnic conflicts in the wake of 
immigration?” (Hafez, 2007, p. 129) According to Hafez, “neither the Internet nor satellite 
television seem capable of changing the social fact that many people reject the ‘Other’ and 
identify with their ‘own’ group” (2007, p. 129). This illustrates that even though something is 
technically possible to do, it does not necessarily mean that it will be explored. 
Zuckerman distinguishes between infrastructure and flow map. The infrastructure shows us 
what can be done, while the flow map shows what is actually being done. Netflix, the online 
film lending service, has a wide selection of movies from many different nations and their 
reports show that the interest in non-US films has remained low ever since they started up. In 
1999 non-US films represented 5.3 % of rentals and in 2006 the number only barely 
increased to a 5.8 % (Zuckerman, 2013, p. 60). Cross-border communication throughout the 
Internet is increasing, but Internet traffic within national borders increases even more rapidly. 
Satellite radio and television offers access to broadcasters from all over the world but they are 
not used to a large extent (p. 2).  
There is also a discrepancy between what the enthusiasts promote as being the 
beneficial social or democratic outcomes of new technology, and what this technology is 
being used for. This is particularly evident in the impact the Internet has had on free speech. 
The next section will deal with the western and Islamic notions of free speech and discuss 
how it is weighed up against religion. I will then go on to discuss the opportunities and 
challenges Internet bring to free speech, and how this was one of the main topics in the 
Innocence of Muslims controversy media coverage. 
 
2.2 Free speech 
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The will of the community, in a democracy, is always created through a running discussion 
between majority and minority, through free consideration of arguments for and against a 
certain regulation of a subject matter. (…) A democracy without public opinion is a 
contradiction in terms. (Post, 2007, p. 76) 
 
The right to freely express opinions and views is deeply rooted in many western societies, 
anchored in constitutional documents, protected by law and practiced for centuries. In its 
official declaration of human rights, UN has stipulated the right to free expression in article 
19, which says “Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right 
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart 
information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers” (United Nations, n.d.). 
It is also assured in the European Commission of Human Rights and in many national laws.  
The right to free speech is often justified with three main reasons, according to Schmidt 
(2002). The first reason assumes that knowledge and truth are achieved through rational 
conversation. ‘Truth’ in this sense is related to the insight being complying with the issue 
discussed. Arguments have to be open to scrutiny and criticism if they are to contribute to a 
better insight. They need to be tested in order for the public to end up with an insight as 
truthful as possible. To prevent counter arguments to be expressed is also to prevent testing 
the arguments, thus preventing better insight. This is also related to the development as 
human beings, which is the basis for the next reason.  
The second justification for the right to free speech is grounded in the individual 
autonomy and the right to freely form an opinion. Free speech is a way to secure respect for 
the individual’s expression of autonomic perceptions and ideas (Schmidt, 2002). It is 
important for individuals to be exposed to a variety of opinions and interpretations, also the 
ones that are morally, politically or personally offensive. It is important for individuals to 
form their own opinion and to learn how to argue for it. It is a condition for their autonomy 
(Warburton, 2009). People do not only need to know what they agree with, but also what they 
disagree with and why.  
The third justification states that free speech is a condition for legit, and rational, 
exercise of power in a well-functioning democracy. Before an election, for instance, voters 
should have the opportunity to get as much information as possible, information that has been 
discussed and contested, in order to make an informed choice (Schmidt, 2002). Media is an 
important part of this, as they are the main providers of information to citizens in a nation. A 
free press is thus a prerequisite for free speech. The media works as an enabler for free 
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speech as it functions both as a channel to disseminate expressions and as a provider of 
information and ideas from which new individual thoughts and expressions can emerge 
(Kierulf, 2009). 
Everything that expresses a meaning is considered to be speech protected in free 
speech stipulations, not just verbally expressions. According to Warburton this is not just 
confined to voicing opinions but also includes written words, plays, films, videos, 
photographs, cartoons and paintings. Speech can also be in the form of symbolic behaviour 
(2009, p. 3). The burning of the Quran as Pastor Jones planned to do is a very strong 
symbolic gesture, which could have led to dangerous consequences, which obviously is why 
he was encouraged not to go through with his plans. When the people protesting against the 
Satanic Verses, the Mohammed cartoons and Innocence of Muslims burned flags and pictures 
of well known American people such as Marilyn Monroe or Elvis, their message was quite 
clear and taken seriously. However, the context always has to be taken into consideration. 
The content of expressions may change, according to the circumstances. 
 
Limits 
Most defenders of free speech would agree that there should be some boundaries for free 
speech. Warburton underlines that free speech is a liberty, not a licence because a “complete 
freedom of speech would permit freedom to slander, freedom to engage in false and highly 
misleading advertising, freedom to publish sexual material about children, freedom to reveal 
state secrets, and so on” (Warburton, 2009, p. 8). The previous list entails activities that are 
usually restricted by law to protect citizens from speech that could cause harm for individuals 
and/or society. To decide where to draw the line for free speech is to decide when some 
competing value is prioritized over it. To prevent harm is a place to start with when limiting 
free speech, but to decide when harm is caused and when enough harm is caused to weigh out 
free speech is difficult. 
In the West, free speech is highly valued, and there are few other values that can 
prevail. The main arguments for protecting free speech are to seek truth through discussion 
and communication, the development of the individual and the need to control the power 
distribution and how the power is executed in a society. During conflicts such as the Rushdie 
affair, the Mohammad cartoons and the Innocence of Muslims film, free speech seems to be 
framed as a particular western phenomenon, and a phenomenon that does not hold a place in 
the Islamic society. This may be a widespread perception, but it is not necessarily right. 
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Free speech in Islam 
One can argue that there are elements pointing to a kind of free speech in the Islamic 
tradition. Aasen (2006) argues that free speech is evident in the importance of truth and in 
securing the individual dignity. The main factor separating Islam and western practices 
concerning free speech is that the Islamic society to a larger degree has based its structure 
and organization on a philosophy grounded in religion. While Europe witnessed a scientific 
revolution that led to intellectual changes and a new world image which weakened the 
position of church and religion, the Islamic faith did not have the same hierarchic church 
authority as the west and did not have the need for an intellectual riot and the switch from 
religion to reason and rationality as guiding principles (Aasen, 2006, p. 132). However, this is 
not to say that there is a direct causal relationship between the riot against the church, and the 
change to a society based on rationality.  
In Islam, one aims to create harmony and unity between rational knowledge and 
religious epiphanies, and this unity includes the legal system, making God the top legislator. 
Both legal rules and human rights thus have to be anchored in religious sources. This means 
that human rights are perceived as rights given to humans by God. Examples of these rights 
are the freedoms of opinion, speech and religion. Intellect is perceived as an individual’s 
most important instrument, and it has to be utilized through communication and exchanging 
ideas with others. The basic right of freedom is violated if a person is denied the right to 
express herself (Aasen, 2006, pp. 133-136). 
The main purposes of free speech are to promote truth and to secure the individuals’ 
dignity. Several principles in the Quran support this individual’s right to free speech. One is 
to promote good and fight evil, which cannot be achieved without free speech as it is a duty 
to speak up if it will induce truth, justice or otherwise be beneficial to the society. Similarly, 
there is also a duty and right to give advice. In Islamic societies, just as in western, it is 
important to keep an eye on, and criticise the governmental power, to give an honest advice 
or public criticism. Free speech is thus seen as a tool to prevent misuse of power and 
irresponsible leadership. It gives individuals the opportunity to influence the development of 
their own society, but it is important to note that the criticism has to be constructive and 
based on a correct understanding of the actual circumstances. One should not speak if the aim 
is to create confusion, plant suspicions or to promote personal interests. One possible 
problem here, though, is who defines what the correct understanding is? 
Also in support of free speech in Islam is the right and obligation to acquire knowledge and 
the quest for knowledge is not possible without free speech to guarantee the freedom to 
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communicate thoughts and perceptions. This will also enhance the possibility for personal 
development, thus maintaining individual dignity, which is one of the main aims of free 
speech in Islam alongside the promotion of truth. The right to free speech is established in the 
Quran as a necessity to secure a person’s dignity, which is a God-given right. However the 
right to express oneself is only valid as long as the expressions do not violate the dignity, or 
other fundamental values, of others people. This form of free speech does not include 
expressions that promote doubt of God’s existence or in any other way seek to undermine the 
foundational pillars of the Islamic faith (Aasen, 2006, p. 143). 
Controversial and provoking expressions are allowed, as long as they do not violate 
the law of blasphemy. Western limitations of free speech are particularly concerned with 
protecting from threats, defamations, violations of private life, national security and any legal 
actions can be taken if any of this is violated, while in Islam limiting expressions is a means 
to shape God-fearing individuals. Generally, in Islam the limitations of free speech are 
roughly divided into ethical and legal kinds. The ethical ones concern with the conscience, 
including lies, slander, etc, and are not followed by any legal sanctions. The legal limitations 
will if violated cause sanctions, and include public expressions of malicious or damaging 
nature, libellous or false accusations, violation of others’ dignity, swearing, rebelling against 
a legal or legit government, religious persecution, and blasphemous expressions (Aasen, 
2006, p. 144). To sum it up, the considerations that make out the basis for limiting free 
speech are to prevent social unrest, protect others from violations and to secure Islam as both 
a belief system and as a social system (p. 144). 
In this view, The Satanic Verses, the caricatures and the Innocence of Muslims all 
break the Islamic rules for free speech as they may be seen as promoting doubt and 
undermining the foundational pillars of Islamic faith, and thus violate the dignity to the 
believers of the faith and represent an attack on Islam. While both the perceptions of free 
speech enhance the importance of not causing others harm, they disagree on what exactly 
harm is and when it is caused. 
 
Blasphemy 
The word ‘blasphemy’ comes from Greek blasfemia, meaning defamation or harmful speech. 
The word was originally in the classic Helenian literature and the Old Testament used 
referring to personally aimed offense and mockery but was also used referring to mocking 
God, which is the meaning the word carries today (Schmidt, 2002).  
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The ban on blasphemy and the strict enforcement of it in Islamic societies must be 
seen in relation with the religious anchoring of Islamic legal system. The close relationship 
between state and religion goes a long way back in history. Ever since the prophet 
Mohammad fled from Mecca in year 622 as a result of persecution by religious, political and 
social elites, and established the first Islamic society in Medina, the religion has been 
imprinted with a need to protect itself from external enemies (Aasen, 2006, p. 145). Because 
of the state and religion being so intertwined, an attack on Islam will often be interpreted as 
an attack on the Islamic state (national security). This is the reason why there is a lower 
tolerance for blasphemy in Islamic legal system than in western ones. However, to qualify as 
blasphemy, an expression has to be explicitly vile and it has to offend the religious 
sensibilities of Muslims. Someone who commits blasphemy is guilty of ridiculing, denigrate 
and insulting God or his Prophets.  
Western European countries also have a history of legislating blasphemy, grounded in 
the same foundation as the Islamic society; religion was one of the factors legitimating the 
power of kings, emperors and state. The ruling power was believed to be instituted by God, 
and therefore an attack on God would also be an attack on the state’s authority. To protect 
from blasphemy was a way to guarantee the legitimacy of the state, and to secure the nation’s 
unity (Schmidt, 2002).  
It was in the mid-19th century that English law changed, marking the shift from 
protecting the respect due to God to protecting the feelings and sensibility of religious groups 
(Post, 2007). Today, the purpose of anti-blasphemy laws is to protect people’s most valued 
views from being challenged in a way they perceive as offensive. Some defenders of such 
laws also believe that they will protect the society from activities that would destroy it 
(Warburton, 2009). However, the religious feelings have to be weighed against free speech, 
and in western countries free speech so far tends to prevail. Neither Salman Rushdie, the 
cartoonists, editor or owner of Jyllands-Posten, nor the man behind Innocence of Muslims 
was tried or received any other forms of penalties from western societies. According to the 
news coverage, Egypt issued arrest warrants on people involved in the film, including the 
filmmaker Nakoula, activist Morris Sadek and Pastor Terry Jones. They are charged with 
insulting Islam and “inciting sectarian strife” for their links to Innocence of Muslims (Payne 
& Abedine, 2012). The charges are largely symbolic because all of the accused live outside 
of Egypt, and according to Al Jazeera English they are meant to “placating some of the public 
anger” (Al Jazeera English, 2012c).  
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Free speech and religion 
Many defenders of free speech view all blasphemy laws as out-dated and without any 
relevance to a largely secular society, while the defenders of blasphemy laws argue that 
religion is what is most important for individuals and should thus have special protection 
against verbal abuse (Warburton, 2009, p. 44). Any blasphemy law is potentially 
contradicting the European Commission of Human Rights’ Article 10. But then again, the 
activities that could be prosecuted under a blasphemy law are the kind of activities that 
threatens the freedom to pursue a religion. The right to freedom of thought, conscience and 
religion is stipulated in the Article 9 of the European Commission of Human Rights, and is 
protected from limitations, except when “such limitations as are prescribed by law and are 
necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the protection of public 
order, health and morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others” 
(European Court of Human Rights, 2010, p. 11). Article 10 is securing freedom of 
expression, and the article says that the duties and responsibilities that freedom carries does 
that it may be 
 
subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by 
law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial 
integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health 
and morals, for protecting of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure 
of information received in confidence or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the 
judiciary. (European Court of Human Rights, 2010, p. 11) 
 
Some of the same justifications for restricting religious freedom and free speech are the same, 
but the list of justifications for freedom of expression is far longer. This may be due to a 
general higher risk for causing others harm with free speech than when pursuing a religion. 
However, the articles say nothing about which one of the freedoms should be subjected to the 
other, if such an evaluation is necessary. The Commission leaves that question open to each 
nation to decide. Throughout the three conflicts there has not been found any clear answer 
that is agreed upon by everyone. Different people will have different preferences but it is a 
relationship worth taking an extra look at. 
As hate speech directed at minority groups in the society more or less has been moved 
onto the various unregulated social media, commentary sections on online newspapers and in 
the debate sections, the limits of what is tolerated is being stretched too. Bangstad and 
Vetlesen (2011) argue that free speech has become a doxa in the Norwegian society, which 
means that free speech is taken for granted as a value superior to other values. To question 
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free speech may cause accusations of being anti-democratic and illiberal (p. 336). The doxic 
position free speech has in the Norwegian society is a result of new liberal considerations that 
focus on maximizing individual freedom. In the mid 1990s the Norwegian government 
appointed a commission to work out a new version of the paragraph 100 in the constitution, 
which is the paragraph about free speech. Bangstad and Vetlsesen say that the committee 
thoroughly established free speech as the most superior value, not standing back for any other 
interests, like for example religious freedom. What Bangstad and Vetlesen see as the most 
problematic, however, is the committees perception of free speech as a defence against 
discrimination because they believe an expression needs to be public to be countered with 
criticism and logic arguments. The problem is that the exact opposite is happening over and 
over again, the online and unregulated fora has become the mouthpiece for those who wish to 
express hatred and harmful messages because they cannot get their opinions voiced in any 
legitimate broadcast medium. Judith Butler, as cited in Bangstad and Vetlesen, questions 
under what circumstances freedom of expression becomes the freedom to hate. Free speech 
in itself cannot guarantee that the best arguments are the ones winning grounds in the public 
debate, nor can it guarantee the survival of democracy. In Sweden the state owned public 
service broadcaster SVT1 made a documentary about Swedish women who were being 
harassed for voicing their opinion publicly in newspapers, online or on radio and television 
debates. The response they got through letters, emails etc were often very violent and 
sexually loaded. Some of these women feared for their own lives, and many of them chose to 
stay away from public debates due to the repercussions (SVT1, 2013). This example 
illustrates how free speech can take a wrong turn if let completely unregulated. It also 
illustrates the need to weigh free speech against other values such as religion and individual 
freedom.  
There are two kinds of freedom; the positive one, which is the opportunity to be in 
control of oneself, one’s life and its form, and the negative form of freedom, which is shaped 
as an absence of limitations (Bangstad & Vetlesen, 2011, p. 338). Free speech is a positive 
freedom but it does not mean that it should be exercised everywhere at all costs. As 
Warburton puts it, “the kind of freedom of speech worth wanting is freedom to express your 
views at appropriate times in appropriate places, not freedom to express any view 
whatsoever: there are limits” (Warburton, 2009, p. 9). 
As we have seen free speech is perceived as the most superior value in Norway, and it 
is also strong in other western countries. An episode in the Innocence of Muslims controversy 
illustrates how the value of free speech prevail religious feelings and other personal concerns 
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in the U.S. One of the actresses from the film filed a lawsuit. The lawsuit was directed at the 
filmmaker Nakoula for duping her into participating into the film. The suit stated that she had 
“(…) the right to be free from having hateful words put in her mouth or being depicted as a 
bigot” (BBC News, 2012a). The suit also requested, however, for YouTube to remove the 
film. The ruling did not go in the actress’ favour. Concerning Nakoula, they could not reach 
him to give a copy of the lawsuit and it was thus rejected. Regarding YouTube, however, 
they and Google as the third-party were not liable, and the film had not broken any American 
laws. A Google lawyer also said according to Reuters that actors do not have any rights over 
how their films are interpreted (BBC News, 2012c). 
In Islam free speech is subjected to religious feelings and individual dignity. Ulla 
Schmidt discusses whether religious feelings should be given special legal consideration in a 
pluralistic and liberal society by assessing the various arguments for having a law that ban 
blasphemy. The three main arguments are that freedom of religion makes such a paragraph 
necessary, that blasphemous expressions violate religious feelings, and the role religion plays 
in the identity of many individuals and thus is something the society at a large should respect 
(Schmidt, 2002, p. 33). Schmidt concludes that these arguments are not enough to justify a 
legal sanction against blasphemy. Regarding freedom to exercise one’s own religion, 
expressions that ridicule religious views cannot in itself be said to prevent it. It would have to 
be in connection with other forms of pressure or discrimination, which could also appear 
without blasphemous expressions (pp. 36-37).  
Legal actions on account of religious feelings are controversial as what is perceived as 
blasphemy for one person, may for others be a way to criticise and test viewpoints and 
perceptions in religions. Thus one is in danger of potentially stop a legitimate, critical 
reflection of views and assumed truths in religion. The third argument for keeping legal 
sanctions against blasphemy sees religion as a part of people’s identity. It is both about 
protecting an individual’s feelings and common values. Schmidt points out that in a 
pluralistic society with many different and contradicting religious views it will not make 
sense to talk about “the holy” as a common value or frame for society. Besides, in a liberal 
pluralistic society the private and public spheres will be separated, and religion will belong to 
the private sphere. Schmidt underlines that she is arguing against a legal sanction against 
blasphemy, not moral or ethical.  
The basic differences in value attributed to free speech and religion seems to be a 
constant potential area of conflict, as we have seen with the three conflicts presented in this 
thesis. The Internet has turned out to be yet another arena for this conflicts to flourish. One of 
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the recurring topics during the Innocence of Muslims was whether the film should be taken 
off YouTube or not. The countries with a strong presence of Islam wanted the film deleted as 
it breeched their laws for what is acceptable content. YouTube, however, being an American 
company defended itself by stating that they complied with American laws, and Innocence of 
Muslims did not violate those.  
The next section will briefly present the situation of Internet in both Western and 
Arabic countries, and then discuss the impact Internet has had on free speech. I will then go 
on to compare the Egypt situation with the American and the problems of regulating Internet.  
 
Internet in Western and Arabic countries 
The emergence of Internet brought on major changes, for media, society, democracy and free 
speech. It has democratized content, expanded the reach of any message, and opened people 
up to new ideas and new ways of interacting with other people. The philosopher Zeno-
Zencovich describes the Internet as a convergence between broadcasting and 
telecommunications, with its characteristic possibility to combine speech and video with text, 
broad reach, seemingly unlimited space, information filters that will help users sort the sea of 
content and the speed of Internet. One can upload material to various host sites in just 
seconds and thus make content quickly available to other users, who in turn can view, 
respond and re-use. At the same time, the frequency of information supply can also be quite 
high so that material is replaced quickly (Zeno-Zencovich, 2008, p. 99). 
When the Internet was introduced in the Middle East in the 1990s it turned out to be 
revolutionary as it loosened the government’s grip on information. In regard to freedom of 
expression, the Arab regimes are listed to be among the most repressive in the world (Miller, 
2001, cited in Al-Saqaf, 2009, p. 116). Generally, media is constrained by restrictive legal 
environments that prevent journalists from writing freely. The press and publishing laws can 
lead to penalties ranging from fines to imprisonment, and closure of newspapers if they are 
broken. Out of 22 Arab countries there is only six that allow private companies to establish 
some form of broadcasting, but most of these have restrictive media laws and regulations. In 
addition, Al-Saqaf points out that allowing private media to operate but only within 
restrictive environments may only “boost” the image of the regime as being tolerant, while 
allowing the government to control the content of those media either directly through laws or 
indirectly through economic means such as stopping advertising or discouraging advertisers 
etc (Al-Saqaf, 2009, p. 116). However, Internet gave the public the opportunity to express 
critical opinions not normally allowed in newspapers, radio, and television, including 
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international Arab satellite channels, which often did provide some broadcasting of criticism 
of Arab regimes. The first years of the Internet availability, use was limited due to associated 
high costs and computer illiteracy but as the years went, the prices lowered and computers 
with Internet connections became more available. However, for instance in Egypt the prices 
are cheap compared to neighbouring Arab countries but as 25% of the population lives under 
the national poverty line Internet access is not necessarily universally affordable (Freedom 
House, 2014b).  
“Inherent to the Internet is that it promotes the exchange of information and facilities 
cross-boundary communication regardless of geographical location” (Al-Saqaf, 2009, p. 
118). The opportunity to access and share information and opinions meant a truly interactive 
communication that the conventional mass media systems did not have. Internet is a useful 
tool for the public to openly voicing their concern about social and political issues, which is 
essential for a democracy, and to the opposition politicians and opinion makers to generate 
political pressure (Al-Saqaf, 2009). 
 
Free speech and Internet 
“Since its beginnings in the early 1990s the Net has been hailed as an inherently democratic 
means of communication” (Rønning, 2009, p. 10). One of the main characteristics when 
talking about the benefits of Internet and free speech is the democratization of comment. 
Rønning explains this by its two-way flow of information simultaneously between many 
different users spanning over major geographical distances, and a participatory interface 
(2009). Anyone with an Internet connection can, in theory, publish whatever he or she want 
online. It is democratized in the sense that there are no political, economic or social 
requirements for voicing ones own opinions. Prior to the Internet the gatekeepers to public 
expressions of views and perceptions were newspaper editors, publishers and others who 
controlled the media content. They were the ones who controlled the access to news, 
information, and the ideas of others that would otherwise not be available. They decided 
whether something would be published or not, controlling the societal debates to a certain 
degree, based on their own ideological or economic grounds (Warburton, 2009, p. 81; Zeno-
Zencovich, 2008, pp. 100-101). However, with the emergence of Internet the roles of mass 
media have changed. The same rules still go for people wanting to publish in newspapers, 
television, and radio or in books. They would still have their material evaluated by some sort 
of intermediaries. However, there is now another option to reach out to the masses or to 
people with similar views as oneself. Warburton bring forward four features of the Internet 
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that magnify the dangers of irresponsible speech, as identified by Richard Posner. These four 
are anonymity, lack of quality control, a huge potential audience and that antisocial people 
may find their soul mates (Warburton, 2009, pp. 82-83).  
The first one, anonymity may not be as threatening now as it was in the early days of 
the World Wide Web. Not to say that the anonymity is not posing a danger anymore, but 
there are more means now to prevent people from being anonymous. For example, many 
online newspapers now want the users to identify themselves before publishing their 
comments to online articles and in the opinion section, for instance through requiring a name 
or to log in via his or her Facebook profile. Being anonymous can be both positive and 
negative. On the plus side it may give those who are too afraid to speak up the chance to 
voice their opinion without fearing repercussions. This is especially relevant in nations where 
strict regimes keep a tight control on their citizens and their access to information. On the 
negative side, anonymity makes it easier for people to “produce, create and consume false, 
illegal and dangerous material like child pornography or hate speech” (Warburton, 2009, p. 
82). Anonymity on the Internet is hard to track down and difficult to restrict. The filmmaker 
of Innocence of Muslims was anonymous for a long time, using the false name Sam Bacile 
when uploading the film clip on YouTube and when interviewed. Whether he would have 
refrained from publishing the film if he had to do it under his true name is up for speculations 
but as he apparently felt it necessary to use a false identity, it suggests that he was not ready 
to have his true person connected to it. 
The development of social media the last decade has resulted in a poor culture of 
expression online, mainly due to the lack of quality control (Bangstad & Vetlesen, 2011, p. 
338). The lack of control over content is the negative consequence of Internet being as 
unregulated as it is. But it also makes room for a more varied array of voices to be heard now 
than before. However, the democratization of Internet can be dangerous and challenging to 
the various national sets of laws concerning public utterances. The conventional publishing 
methods included a filter that would sort out misleading or inaccurate information, and would 
at least be able to have content removed at request of lawyers (Warburton, 2009, p. 82). 
Internet as such is not owned by anyone particular and therefor there is no one responsible for 
what is being published, apart from the users themselves. Several online services have 
guidelines for using their website, as we shall see later in this chapter when discussing the 
video sharing site YouYube. Warburton (2009) points out that this kind of regulation 
(removing content) is taking place after the publishing of content, and therefore you will not 
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be able to stop someone from copy or publish the same content other places before it is 
removed or edited. 
The third of Posner’s features is the huge potential audience. In the very early days, if one 
wanted to comment something, but were unable to get it admitted in a newspaper, the options 
for making it known for many people were sparse. Even when being published in a 
newspaper, one would probably only reach a local or national audience, depending on the 
paper. The Internet makes it possible to reach millions of people across several continents at 
an incredible speed. News will spread fast and reach millions of people, which can be very 
beneficial when promoting positive and peaceful messages. While harmful or hate speech can 
utilize Internet in the same way but with more devastating consequences. “A nut who 
couldn’t get a newspaper to publish any of his letters to it can reach thousands or even 
millions of people over the Internet at virtually zero cost” (Warburton, 2009, p. 84). 
However, Internet is such a huge database of information that it can be hard to stand out from 
the crowd and get particularly your message noticed. And the speed of the Internet allows for 
swift responses and a large reach also for countering “bad speech”. One of the reactions to 
the film and the press presentation of it was the online Twitter trend called #MuslimRage. It 
started with the cover of the 24th September issue of Newsweek 2012. The issue’s main topic 
was the ‘Muslim rage’ the world was witnessing, and the cover photo was a “tightly-cropped 
image of men in turbans with saliva-flecked beards yelling with upraised fists” (MacKinnon 
& Zuckerman, 2012, p. 18). While tens of thousands of Benghazi residents marched against 
this depicting of ‘Muslim rage’, Internet offered a different way of protesting. The Newsweek 
issue invited people to share their thoughts on Twitter, using the hashtag #MuslimRage. 
Instead of joining a serious debate, many Muslims in the US and soon elsewhere too, posted 
captions illustrating their “rage” and frustrations of everyday life (MacKinnon & Zuckerman, 
2012, p. 19). These three examples are taken from the blog collecting these outbursts of 
Muslim rage, http://muslimrage.tumblr.com: 
 
“There is too much moisture in the air and now I have #MuslimFrizz. #MuslimRage”  
“I have the Spice Girls’ “spice up your life” stuck in my head. Has been for days. 
#MuslimRage” 
“I said THREE lumps of sugar, infidel. #MuslimRage”  
 
The captions often follows pictures of the authors either looking only slightly annoyed or out 
of proportion-angry at the little annoyances described in the caption. 
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The fourth and last of Posner’s identified danger enhanced by Internet is that it makes it 
easier for antisocial people to find likeminded, the danger being when these people have 
harmful motives. Finding more people agreeing with them may embolden them to not only 
express ideas and perceptions but also to act upon them (Warburton, 2009). An example is 
girls with the eating disorder Anorexia that have their own web fora and sites where they give 
each other motivation and advices on how to get and stay thin, or websites with communities 
for people who need tips and support to end their own life. 
As this discussion illustrates, Internet’s features can be used in positive ways that are 
beneficial for a democracy and free speech and they can be used for causing harm and curtail 
free speech. The fact that anyone with the right equipment can possibly reach millions of 
people with almost any kind of message can also be damaging for free speech. Recently, a 
report was published in Norway concerning youth and their relationship with social and 
edited media. The results showed that many of the youths participating in the study were 
cautious about sharing their opinion online and reasons for this often were concerning fear or 
apprehension about possible repercussions for them. Social norms and fear of making 
themselves vulnerable were holding them back. They regarded it as safer not to risk their 
personal security than to explore the norms surrounding free expression (TNS Gallup, 2014). 
These notions suggest that while the technology is neither good nor bad, it is up to the users 
how we choose to use it and how to regulate it to make sure that the technology is utilized in 
ways that are as beneficial to the society as possible. In other word, users of this technology 
have the responsibility for how it is being used and the consequences of it. 
There is at least one more danger that has to be mentioned; the risk of tunnel-view. Blogs, 
Facebook-pages, Twitter and the commentary sections of online newspapers has, according 
to Bangstad & Vetlesen, generated new sub-public spheres with their own dynamics (p. 338). 
On the positive side, they contribute to pluralising expressions and opinions, telling the 
stories the public do not get from other media. On the other had, combined with anonymity 
these web sub-public spheres can contribute to “selective reinforcement of group thinking, 
extremism and polarizing” (Bangstad & Vetlesen, 2011, p. 338).  
This is closely related to another consequence of the new media situation and Internet. 
With so many channels to choose from and the fragmentation of content, we as consumers 
and public can choose for ourselves what we want to see. On one hand, one can actively look 
up disagreeing views to continue shaping one’s own opinions and arguments, and find 
information about opinion oppositions. On the other, one can choose to avoid most of the 
content displaying disagreeing views and thus only look for channels sharing one’s own 
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perceptions and opinions. One of the characteristics of social media is that those who 
participate are not interested in testing their views or expose them to criticism, reflection and 
scrutiny. The users seek confirmation, and there is a growing extent of websites where only 
users who share a specific view or ideology are allowed to participate. Anyone who disagree 
are seen as an enemy that threatens the one interpretation the online communities have 
established, rather than useful opponents in the debate who can contribute to a better 
understanding of the world (Bangstad & Vetlesen, 2011, p. 340). 
 
Free expression in Egypt 
This section will account for the situation of free expression online in Egypt to provide 
context and contrast to the US, where the film eventually was published.  
Egypt is listed as ‘Not free’ in terms of press freedom by the independent American 
watchdog organization Freedom House, “dedicated to the expansion of freedom around the 
world” (Freedom House, 2014a). They look into many aspects of freedom within each nation, 
such as media freedom, religious freedom, freedom of expression and Internet freedom 
(ibid.). However, when speaking of freedom on the net, Egypt is classified as ‘Partly free’. 
According to Freedom House’s numbers for 2013, the population of Egypt is 82.3 million 
and out of these the Internet penetration measured in 2012 covered 44 per cent (Freedom 
House, 2014b). In the beginning when the Internet was introduced in 1993, the authorities 
showed a relaxed attitude toward it. Until 2008 they did not censor websites or use high-end 
technologies to monitor discussions. However, between 2008 and 2011 the state police 
admitted to engaging in surveillance, online censorship, and cyber-attacks, particularly 
against websites related to opposition movements such as the Muslim Brotherhood. Part of 
the reason was a rise in online campaigns aimed to expose government fraud, to document 
acts of police brutality, and to call for large-scale protests. Even when Mubarak was forced to 
abdicate and the Supreme Council of Armed Forces took control of the government, it 
maintained many of the same strategies as its predecessor by keeping social media, mobile 
phones, and opposition activists under surveillance. Still, social networks as a democratizing 
tool continued to grow, despite of several activists and bloggers being intimidated, beaten or 
tried in military courts for “disturbing the social power” or “insulting the military power”. 
Egyptians had debates online concerning their emerging democracy and exterted pressure on 
SCAF to lift the state of emergency, which had been going on for decades. On May 31, 2012, 
they succeeded with the latter and government power were handed to a civilian government 
after an election which resulted in a candidate from the Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and 
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Justice Party becoming the new president; Muhammed Morsi. Ever since the election, Egypt 
has failed to make any gains in Internet freedom. A number of citizens were still prosecuted 
for insulting the president and there has been an increase in tried cases for online blasphemy 
resulting in several of them receiving jail sentences. Extra-legal violence has been committed 
against liberal activists and revolutionary youths who express their dissent online. Still, 
online journalists and commentators continue to push boundaries of free speech and 
protesting against the undemocratic actions (Freedom House, 2014b).  
With such an Internet environment as described here, it is hard to imagine a film as 
blasphemous and offensive as Innocence of Muslims being published and distributed within 
the borders of Egypt, let alone without any serious legal consequences for the person 
responsible. The filmmaker did get a prison sentence in the US, but it was not for producing 
and distributing the film. It was for violating the probation conditions from a previous 
sentence. However, the film was produced and published in the U.S, and the American 
conditions for free speech and online publishing are quite different from Egypt. 
 
Regulating Internet – and YouTube 
Internet is inherently a global medium without one responsible owner. It is not controlled by 
any specific authority or state, and is thus difficult to restrict. The governments of the world 
are facing a major challenge in how control the information flow and dissemination online, 
and there are several attempts to regulate Internet. Examples of attempts to regain control by 
Arab regimes are for instance to make new laws, file lawsuits, prosecute and imprison 
bloggers, and control the Internet access in itself and thereby restrict which websites that can 
be accessed and not. The common way for an Arab citizen to get access to Internet is by 
applying for a subscription(Al-Saqaf, 2009). The companies holding the subscriptions are 
often either owned by the state or licensed and under jurisdiction of it. The applicants are 
required to sign documents where they pledge not to conduct activities that contradict the 
social, cultural, political, religious, or economic values of the state. The level of censorship 
varies from country to country. Egypt does not block websites but it is still targeted as one of 
the Reporters Without Borders’ thirteen ‘enemies of Internet’ because they frequently 
prosecute and threaten online journalists and bloggers (Al-Saqaf, 2009, p. 119). BBC.co.uk 
reported during the Innocence of Muslims controversy that a blogger was sent to prison for 
blasphemy and contempt of religion, allegedly because he posted links to the film. According 
to the article the initial accusations of distributing the film was later replaced by charges 
relating to other statements critical of Islam (BBC News, 2012b). 
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The problem of regulating Internet and lack of governmental control were evident in 
the controversy. According to NRK, the White House in Washington requested the film to be 
deleted from YouTube, but Google refused. They did, however, restrict the access to the film 
in countries such as Libya and Egypt due to local laws. The film would be deemed illegal in 
those countries according to the national laws. Google did also refer to the sensitive situation 
in some countries, demonstrating a sense of responsibility for the trouble (Hammerstad, 
2012). 
The First Amendment in the US, which is the paragraph in the constitution treating 
free speech, has since 1940 protected “all religious polemic, even expression that aims 
deliberately and provocatively to assault the religious sensibilities of the pious” as long as it 
is part of the public discourse (Post, 2007, p. 73). US law of free speech is thus quite liberal. 
The United States of America is classified as “Free” in terms of freedom on the net. The 
Internet penetration was at 81 per cent of the total population of 313.9 million in 2012 
(Freedom House, 2014c). Recent developments have drawn the Internet freedom into 
question with regards to privacy and online surveillance, but as this thesis focus on free 
speech and online publishing these developments will not be included here.  
Generally, US citizens have few restrictions on their ability to access Internet and to 
publish content online. There is no government-run filtering mechanism affecting content 
passing over Internet of mobile phone networks, no government restriction to any political or 
social content etc. The United States has a prohibition against government regulation of 
speech that applies to content published online as well (Freedom House, 2014c). A law that 
protects the online service providers from the content published by their users or subscribers 
further encourage a free and open discourse online. The law is a part of the Communications 
Decency Act of 1996. It is called the U.S Code 47 §230, and when it comes to screening 
offensive material this section says, “no provider or user of an interactive computer service 
shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another 
information content provider.” (Legal Information Institute, 2014). This law frees YouTube 
as an online service provider from the responsibility of any content their users choose to 
publish. The law provides a distinction between the fora in which the speech published and 
the actual speaker when it comes to content liability. In addition to this, YouTube has their 
own guidelines and terms of use in which they underline their lack of legal responsibility for 
content published but uphold that the rules of content publishing follow the general American 
law. It is not allowed to publish threats, pornographic content, harmful content and hate 
speech.  
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YouTube encourage free speech and claim that they will defend the right to express 
all viewpoints, including the unpopular ones. However they do not permit hate speech which 
they define as “content that promotes violence or hatred against individuals or groups based 
on certain attributes” (YouTube, n.d.). These attributes are race or ethnic origin, religion, 
disability, gender, age, veteran status and sexual orientation or gender identity. In the case of 
Innocence of Muslims hate speech was initially the most relevant argument to remove the 
film until the violent protests began and thus made it a source that could cause physical harm 
as well. YouTube, however, underlines that just because something is mean or insulting does 
not mean that it is hate speech. There is a fine line separating hate speech from unpopular 
views.  
 
2.3 Low quality 
So far, this thesis has worked with the premise that the controversy was about free speech and 
religious freedom, and the impact of Internet on these values. Artist Jacob Stewart-Halevy 
offers a different interpretation of it. His theory is that the source of the conflict was the low 
production value of the film. According to him, “the international crisis that broke out was 
neither over the threat of instability in the Middle East, nor over the mismanagement of 
intelligence by the State Department (…) Nor was the crisis exclusively over millennial-long 
simmering religious differences set off by the latest incarnation of the Ugly American” 
(Stewart-Halevy, 2013, p. 651). He claims the “anger-leading-to-riots angle has worn itself 
thin”, and that the Western media expressed their outrage over the low quality of the film 
when they reported violence and described the film (Stewart-Halevy, 2013, p. 651). This 
theory represents a quite different perspective on the controversy, and it will be interesting to 
see if this thesis is backed up by the results of the content analysis, which will be presented in 
chapter four and five. 
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3 Method 
 
The method used to investigate the coverage of the Innocence of Muslims is a content 
analysis with a basis in framing theory. Content analysis is chosen because it is interesting to 
get some quantitative data for the coverage to detect journalistic tendencies and bias when 
presenting news. Frames are relevant because the theory lays the foundation for how the 
wording and placement of text can affect its readers in different ways. 
 
3.1 Frames in news texts 
As we live in a mass-mediated reality, meaning is socially constructed through a process 
often dominated by the mass media. “(…) The mass media provides us with the mosaics from 
which we build our personal reality” (Johnson-Cartee, 2005, p. 4). These mosaics are filtered 
through our own perceptual screens and discussed with other people around us (2005, p. 4). 
According to Iyengar there are indications that people are sensitive to contextual cues when 
they are to make decisions, formulate judgements or even when expressing opinions, and 
frames are such contextual cues (1991, p. 11). We can thus establish that the way media 
chose to present a case matters.  
A lot of the work examining media and issue framing effects on individuals draws 
upon early work on decision making by Kahneman and Tversky (1984). They did an 
experiment, which showed that even small alterations in wording and form in survey 
questions resulted in significant variations in opinions. The problem went like this: there is an 
unusual Asian disease about to break out in the U.S. The disease is expected to kill 600 
people. There have been proposed two alternative programmes to fight the disease. The 
estimates of consequences of each solution look like this:  
 
If Programme A is used, 200 people will be saved.  
If programme B is used, there is one-third probability that 600 people will be saved and two-
thirds probability that no people will be saved.  
 
The respondents were asked to choose their preferred programme. The total of 
respondents was 152 persons and 72 per cent of them chose Programme A, saving 200 lives. 
Only 28 per cent went for Programme B. The preference was thus risk averse. “The majority 
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prefer to save 200 lives for sure over a gamble that offers a one-third chance of saving 600 
lives” (Kahneman & Tversky, 1984, p. 343). Then Tversky and Kahneman offered the 
respondents the same problem but changed the presentation of the solutions:  
 
If Programme C is used, 400 people will die.  
If Programme D is used, there is a one-third probability that nobody will die and a two-thirds 
probability that 600 people will die. 
 
When presented with these alternatives, 78 per cent of a total of 155 respondents for this 
problem chose Program D. Only 22 per cent chose Program C.  
The wording in the first set of alternatives implies that 600 lives will most likely be 
lost, and thus any lives saved will be a gain. In the other set of alternatives, the outset is that 
no one will die and thus people are expected to maintain the outset situation by choosing the 
one-third probability of no deaths with Programme D, rather than the sure loss of 400 lives 
with Programme C (Kahneman & Tversky, 1984, p. 343).  
This example is an excellent illustration of how the framing of an issue or problem 
can affect the outcome. According to Iyengar, this is especially significant when a choice 
problem involves politics (Iyengar, 1991, p. 13). Another interesting finding indicating the 
framing effect on news consumers is Iyengar’s research that showed that agents of causal 
responsibility are in general viewed negatively while agents of treatment responsibility in 
general are viewed positively (Johnson-Cartee, 2005, p. 163).  
The reason why the choice of words and expressions represent an instrument of power 
is, according to Blakar, because a phenomenon can be expressed in several synonym ways. 
But the various ways of expressing the phenomenon will send out different messages, and 
thus which synonym way that is chosen to express the phenomenon could signal the 
communicator’s attitudes towards it (Blakar, 2006, p. 69). For example, in this media 
coverage there is a difference whether the filmmaker is being called “extreme” or “very 
conservative”.  
 
Framing basics 
Journalists tend to portray themselves as “mere purveyors of information”, simply recounting 
objective reality in their news accounts rather than being active constructors. An argument 
often used to back up this journalistic self-image is that if you put several journalists in one 
room to cover the same event, the result will be strikingly similar. Researchers have found, 
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however, that this is because journalists operate with a reporting repertoire that consists of 
previously determined narrative structures, like hooks, that they hang the facts of their stories 
(Johnson-Cartee, 2005, pp. 157-159).  
Reese (2007) defines frames as “organizing principles that are socially shared and 
persistent over time, that work symbolically to meaningfully structure the social world” (p. 
150). In news coverage, framing is concerned with how reality is socially constructed through 
language. Nimmo and Combs explain that our everyday, taken-for-granted reality is a 
delusion. Reality is not just expressed through communication, but constructed through it. 
This is why there is not one single reality or one objective truth for any situation, but a range 
of subjectively varying realities (Nimmo & Combs in Johnson-Cartee, 2005, p. 3). According 
to Johnson-Cartee, our news narratives have cultural origins. The news reporters are just as 
immersed in their learned culture as their audience, and this is reflected in their news stories. 
For the most part, this will also be reflecting the dominating ideology operating in a specific 
country at that specific time in history (2005, p. 175).  
Frames in news texts are thus concerned with “common conceptions of news values 
and standard procedures for evaluating and handling incoming information” (Allern, 2014, p. 
132). Journalists have to select what to write about, in what order, what angle to choose and 
how to present the information. What is deemed as most important, interesting or relevant? 
They are selecting these things based on a set of news values, often simplified to a list 
consisting of for instance relevance, identification as in cultural or geographical sameness, 
sensation, actuality and conflict (Allern, 2001, p. 55). Semetko & Valkenburg found in a 
study five generic news frames often used by media organizations. Those are conflict frame, 
human-interest frame, economic consequences frame, morality frame and responsibility 
frame (Semetko & Valkenburg 2000, cited in Allern, 2014, p. 133). 
 
Episodic and thematic frames 
Shanto Iyengar distinguishes between two main types of media frames; episodic and 
thematic. The episodic presentation is a case study or event-oriented report. It depicts public 
issues through factual events, whereas a thematic presentation will place public issues in a 
more general or abstract context. The form of a thematic presentation will be as a 
backgrounder report directed at general outcomes or conditions. Iyengar points out that there 
are few news reports that are exclusively just one or the other. Most are a mix of both 
episodic and thematic. Whether one uses episodic or thematic will affect how the individual 
news consumers assign responsibility for political issues. Episodic, with focus on factual 
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events, tends to guide towards an individualistic responsibility attribution, while thematic 
leads to a societal attributions of responsibility (Iyengar, 1991, pp. 14-15). A dominance of 
episodic news reports of the Mohammed protests will then give impression of individualistic 
responsibility, instead of assigning it to religious tensions between a minority and a majority 
within the same national borders. Similarly, de Vreese operates with issue-specific and 
generic frames. Issue-specific is corresponding with Iyengar’s episodic frame. Their 
advantage is that they add a level of specificity and details that are relevant to the event or 
issue. The disadvantage is that they may potentially difficult to generalize, compare and use 
as empirical evidence for building theory. The generic frames “transcend thematic limitations 
and can be identified in relation to different topics, some even over time and in different 
cultural contexts” (de Vreese, 2005, p. 54). 
 
Where frames occur 
Frames occur in four locations in a communication process. The first location is within the 
communicator. It can be both conscious (as when speaking with a political agenda) and 
unconscious. The choice of what to say and how is guided by frames that organize their belief 
systems. These are structures we acquire through life within our culture and society.  
The second location of frames is the text itself, manifested by emphasising certain 
words or absence of key-words, stereotyped images, stock phrases and information sources 
that provide thematically reinforcing clusters of facts or judgments.  
The third location is the receiver. Frames are to guide the receiver to a preferred 
reading, but whether the frames already structuring the reader reflect the frames in the 
communicator and the text is not a given. The degree to which these frames match affects 
how likely it is for the receiver to accept and agree with the communicator and text.  
The fourth and last location of frames is within the culture. Culture is a stock of 
commonly invoked frames, a “set of common frames exhibit in discourse and thinking of 
most people in a social grouping” (Entman, 2004, p. 5).  
When it comes to the news text itself, there are several elements that may constitute a 
frame. J. W. Tankard has developed a list of focal points for identifying frames. Those are 
headlines and kickers (small headlines over the main headlines), subheads, photographs, 
photo captions, leads, selection of sources or affiliations, selections of quotes, pull quotes 
(quotes that are blown up in size for emphasis), logos (some graphic identification of the 
particular series an article belongs to), statistics, charts, and graphs, and concluding 
statements or paragraphs of articles (Johnson-Cartee, 2005, p. 173). As the list shows, there 
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are many places in a text where framing can be revealed. It may still be hard to notice if the 
researcher shares the common culturally shared values and stories as the communicator.  
 
Framing devices 
Frames are “specific textual and visual elements or ‘framing devices’” that are “essentially 
different from the remaining news story which may be considered core news facts” (de 
Vreese, 2005, p. 54). The core news facts are the information that is placed into a frame to 
make sense. Essentially, framing involves selection and salience. Entman’s definition of how 
frames work is: “selecting and highlighting some facts of events or issues and making 
connections among them to promote particular interpretation, evaluation and/or solution” 
(Entman, 2004, p. 1). A communicator, for example a journalist, is constantly making choices 
about what information to include and what to exclude when writing an article. And he or she 
is also constantly choosing to make certain aspects more salient than others by for example 
repetition and strategic placement. This emphasises what is deemed important in the article 
and thus what the text wants the readers to focus on. Identifying frames in a text is to identify 
how the text is structured and constructed to guide the reader to a preferred meaning. The 
concept suggests more intentionality on the framer (the text constructor), and is often used in 
political communication, relating to political strategy (Entman, 1993, p. 52).  
A good example of this is the framing of the attack in USA on 9/11 as an act of terror. 
The problem definition by then President Bush, which was repeated by media, was that itwas 
an act of war. The cause of the problem was identified as an evil enemy. The words in italic 
are key words for how the event could be interpreted. The repetition of them helped frame 
September 11th in a way to make the public opinion to unite behind the Bush administration’s 
interpretation and their response. In addition, it excluded other understandings, making the 
“war on terror” the dominating story line (Reese, 2007, p. 148). The example also 
demonstrates the close association between governing elites and news organizations in the 
United States (Entman, 2004, p. 1). 
This account of framing gives an indication of how part the media is of our 
understanding of the world and in forming our perspectives. However, it is important to note 
that media consumers do not just uncritical adopt the views of the news presentation. The 
degree to which we as consumers accept or agree with the text or communicator depends on 
the degree in which the frames match our own views and perceptions.  
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3.2 Content analysis 
Content analysis is a quantitative method that involves counting and measuring quantities of 
elements such as words, images or phrases, and can look across a quite large number of texts 
(Hesmondhalgh, 2006, p. 120). Neuendorf defines content analysis as “a summarizing, 
quantitative analysis of messages that relies on the scientific method (including attention to 
objectivity-intersubjectivity, a priori design, reliability, validity, generalizability, 
replicability, and hypothesis testing) and is not limited as to the types of variables that may be 
measured or the context in which the messages are created or presented.” (Neuendorf, 2002, 
p. 10). The “messages” are what are communicating the content. In this case that will be the 
online news articles.  
The means of a content analysis is to produce measurements of categories and 
variables, the method seeks to generalize rather than to go deep and detailed into the data 
material (p. 15). It may also reveal recurring representations that affect our beliefs and values, 
and Hesmondhalgh points out that because of this, a content analysis can have a powerful 
effect on opinion and policy (2006, p. 121).  
The aim of the content analysis in this thesis is to get an overview of the coverage to 
capture some of the journalistic tendencies in this case. Combining a content analysis with 
the perspective of framing gives an analysis that allows for a broad thematic reach, as there 
are, in theory, no limits to the amount of variables. Because this thesis is concerned with the 
role free speech plays in this film controversy and the coverage of it, the variables are chosen 
specifically to illuminate that topic. 
 
3.3 Data material 
The data material for this study was chosen based on three main criteria. The first was that it 
had to be articles from NRK.no, DR.dk, BBC.co.uk, CNNInternational.com or 
AlJazeeraEnglish.com. The second criterion was that the material had to be news articles, not 
based on opinion or commentary. And thirdly, the articles had to be about the Innocence of 
Muslims controversy. It was important that the articles were in the news genre and not 
subjective opinions. A study of the public debate in these channels would also be interesting 
but this thesis is concerned with the structural frames and norms these institutions operate 
with when covering such transnational events as Innocence of Muslims. It was also important 
that the articles were about the film or the events being directly connected with it. Articles 
that only barely mentioned the film and had their main focus on something different would 
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not be included. I found the articles on the websites of each channel by searching in their 
news archive. This resulted in a population of 193 news articles after sorting out doublets and 
irrelevant news articles. All of the units in the population are included in the study, which is 
called a census. The alternative would be to draw a smaller sample from the population but in 
this case that was not necessary as the population size is manageable (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 
74).  
 
3.4 About the broadcasters 
According to Rasmussen, broadcasters have through the years learned how to take advantage 
of the Internet. Television companies have the advantage of being in possession of an already 
known brand, often seen as providers of independent and trustworthy information, such as 
DR, BBC, CNN, Al Jazeera and NRK. They also have more than one platform to disseminate 
information. This means that they can promote the web content on television or radio, and the 
other way round. More platforms mean a larger audience and more value creation 
(Rasmussen, 2006, p. 154).  
One of the criteria for public broadcasters are, according to Rasmussen, to strive for 
quality following their own professional criteria. This is particularly interesting for this study 
because I am investigating their online news articles, and online journalism has become 
known for some characteristics not necessarily benefiting the quality of journalism, such as 
turbo journalism, copying, and a consecutive deadline, and will be discussed further in the 
next chapter with results.  
Five news institutions are chosen for this study. They all represent different countries 
and are all situated in different political and economic contexts. Four of them, NRK, DR, Al 
Jazeera English and BBC, are national state owned broadcasters while CNN is a private 
owned commercial broadcaster. NRK.no, DR.dk, and BBC.co.uk are mainly targeting the 
audience in their origin countries, while CNNinternational.com and AlJazeera.com have a 
broader aim. Following is a short introduction of all the broadcasters to give a sense of the 
context in which they operate. It was not easy to find information specifically about the 
online version but generally, the overall goals, ethics and motives are assumed to be the same 
regardless of it being online or on TV. 
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NRK 
The Norwegian broadcasting corporation (NRK) was founded in 1933 to administer the radio 
in Norway, and has its main office located in Oslo, Norway, with offices also in Trondheim 
and Bergen. Today, the institution has three national TV channels, 13 national radio channels 
and the website nrk.no (NRK, 2014). NRK is state-owned, and the owner-role belongs to the 
Ministry of Culture, a mandate given by the Parliament. The funding is through a license fee 
paid by everyone who owns a television set and has access to cable channels. NRK has a 
special mandate to operate as a non-commercial and politically independent broadcaster, and 
their ambition is to unite the people and contribute to “developing Norwegian and Sámi 
language and culture” (NRK, 2014). 
 Because NRK is a public broadcaster, it has a public broadcaster mission, which are 
ethical guidelines stipulated in an own “NRK-placate”. The placate states the purpose of 
NRK and their goals, as well as ethical considerations, their claims and the obligations they 
need to meet as the state owned public broadcaster (Kulturdepartementet, 2012). They have a 
specific obligation to represent all groups of minorities and majorities in Norway 
(Kulturdepartementet, 2012).   
 NRK.no was chosen for this project mainly because of the role Norway played in the 
Mohammed cartoon crisis in 2005 and 2006. The conflict was reinforced when a small 
Norwegian Christian paper, Magazinet, printed the cartoons to show support to their Danish 
colleagues, and thus Norway was seen as compliance to Denmark.  
 
DR 
Dansk Radio (Danish Broadcasting Corporation) is the largest public service broadcaster in 
Denmark and spread their content across many different platforms such as television and 
radio channels, website and applications for mobile phones. The corporation was founded in 
1925 and describes itself as an “independent, licenced financed public service institution 
comprising television, radio and online services” (Dansk Radio, 2013a). It is managed by an 
executive board made up of eleven members, all appointed for four years at a time. The 
chairman and two other members are appointed by the Minister of Culture, six of them by 
Parliament and two by the employees of DR (Dansk Radio, 2013b). 
DR is the largest public service broadcaster, and receives most of the economic 
support through a license fee. DR is also the bound to several media policy determinations 
and obligations. It operates on the basis of three different media policy frameworks. These 
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are the law on radio- and television activity, media policy deals and the public service 
contract. The contract is not a normal contract in the juridical sense, but rather a binding 
document signed by the head chair of the DR board and the Minister of Culture in Denmark 
and contains all the obligations and benefits DR as a public service is committed to. Some of 
what the contract contains are descriptions of the content on all their different platforms, a 
range of certain obligations, different program genres, guidelines for the institutions offer to 
hearing and sight impaired, guidelines for the support to Danish film, as well as the economic 
and administrative framework (Larsen, 2012, p. 238). 
One of the most weighted goals of DR is to maintain and strengthen the Danish 
culture and language. The Minister of Culture in 2011, Per Stig Møller, justified the necessity 
of an independent public service broadcaster by arguing for the importance of letting Danish 
people watch Danish news and drama series, listen to Danish music, and get transmissions of 
ecclesiastical holidays. The contract valid from 2011 until 2014 contained a point, which had 
not been in the previous contracts. This point was that DR should not just convey Danish 
culture but also the Christian culture heritage. This lead to a debate about what Danish 
culture is, and who has the power to define it (Larsen, 2012, p. 236). The Minister of Culture, 
Per Stig Møller, said that, according to his opinion, the globalized, internationalized, chaotic 
and open world we live in today could set off an identity crisis. Because of that it would be 
necessary to find out what Denmark’s history and values are. Larsen points out that defining 
what it means to be Danish will automatically exclude those who do not fit into that 
definition. Another interesting point about the 2011-2014 contract is that the DR has no 
specific document-stated obligation towards minorities in Denmark in the same way as the 
Norwegian and Swedish equivalents NRK and SVT have (Larsen, 2012, pp. 242-244). 
Larsen suggests that the focus of the national is a signal that DR is not just conveying Danish 
culture, but also work towards a nationalization of it (Larsen, 2012, pp. 248-249). Seen 
together, the inclusion of Christian heritage as a specific obligation and not specify any goals 
when it comes to serving the minorities and the multi-cultural society could be pointing to a 
culturally narrowing and excluding Denmark. It will be interesting to see whether this is 
reflected in any way in the results of the content analysis. 
 DR.dk was chosen because of the cartoon crisis in 2005 and 2006, which started in 
Denmark. As recounted in the introduction chapter, it was the Danish paper Jyllands-Posten 
that initiated the conflict with their story on cartoonists and self-censorship. It will be 
interesting to see how they treat this case, which has certain similarities. 
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BBC 
The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is the state owned public service broadcaster of 
Great Britain. It depends on two external sources of income; one is an annual grant directly 
from the British government and the other is a license fee paid by the users. The BBC was 
founded in 1922 and went on air in 1923 as a private radio corporation. It did not become 
public until 1927 when the British government moved in to save the new medium, and since 
then it has been in association with the government, although it strives to maintain a 
journalistic independence.  
 The BBC’s mission is to inform, educate and entertain. Their stated values are to be 
independent, impartial and honest, always putting their audience first, and to strive for 
quality, creativity, respect and unity internally in the organisation (BBC, 2014a). BBC also 
has six defined public purposes that are set out by the Royal Charter and Agreement, which is 
the constitutional basis for the BBC as presented to Parliament. These purposes are to sustain 
citizenship and civil society, promote education and learning, stimulate creativity and cultural 
excellence, to represent the UK in all levels; nations, regions and communities, build a global 
understanding of international issues and broaden their UK audiences’ experience of different 
cultures, and to be updated on emerging communications, technologies and services (BBC, 
2014b). 
In 1991, the BBC launched the World Service Television, competing with the 
American CNN containing 24 hours of international news and information broadcasts in 
English (McPhail, 2010, p. 162). 
Great Britain did not have a direct involvement in the cartoon crisis nor the Innocence 
of Muslims controversy but BBC.co.uk is still chosen because Britain was central during the 
Rushdie affair because Salman Rushdie was residing permanently in England when Satanic 
Verses was published.  
 
CNN International 
Cable News Network is an American all-news channel and the first one to go for a 24 hours 
newscast rather than the normal 30-60 minutes newscast primetime, and thereby proved there 
was a niche market for all-news television channels (McPhail, 2010, p. 142). It was Ted 
Turner, based in Atlanta, Georgia, who introduced the CNN on June 1 1980. Quickly he 
followed up by launching CNN Headline News in 1981 and CNN International in 1985 as a 
reaction to the increasing competition. However, CNN did not break until the mid-80s. 
Turner was privately responsible for the funding keeping CNN on air long enough until they 
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finally made profit. In 1996 it was acquired by the Time Warner and is now their property. 
CNN’s largest competitor in the US is the Fox News Channel, and CNN has been losing 
market share to them.  
The global media trend grew throughout the 20th century, made possible by radio, 
wire services, newspapers, satellites, magazines etc. The desire for an all-news channel was 
connected with the growth of a global economy. International news coverage brought on 
competition. People would define themselves as global or regional citizens in terms of 
television viewing and were therefore also concerned about world events. All-news networks 
such as CNN “thrive on controversy, breaking news stories, and stories that go on for days, or 
even weeks (…)” (McPhail, 2010, p. 142).  
It was difficult to find CNN International’s editorial and ethical policy, but on their 
owner Time Warner’s website there were some goals stated. All editors and reporters 
working for companies in the Time Warner group, for instance CNN and CNN International, 
aim for a comprehensive journalism. They are to present the whole story in a fair way to 
make readers understand the facts and to reach their own conclusions. They will also strive to 
represent a range of viewpoints in the opinion and analysis sections. They are not supposed to 
let financial interests guide what topics to cover. The webpage underlines the importance of 
maintaining a good reputation for the brand CNN, which is mainly concerned with integrity 
and accuracy (TimeWarner, 2012). 
CNNinternational.com was chosen for this project because it is an American news 
channel, and the international edition strives to bring news from all corners of the world. The 
United States was in the centre of the Innocence of Muslims controversy because the 
filmmaker was a Californian resident and the film was made there. The US was dragged 
further into the conflict because the government were held responsible for the film by 
protesters, and for some of them America seemed to represent a general threat to Islam. 
 
Al Jazeera English 
Al Jazeera was launched in 1996 and was as a result of several factors. One of them was a 
peaceful coup in Qatar done by Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al-Thani. He overthrew his own 
father, Sheikh Khalifa, and took control over the government. As a more young and 
progressive ruler, he became the founder of Al Jazeera. A cooperation between Orbit 
Channel, financed by Saudi-Arabia, and BBC Arabic TV ended because of fundamental 
differences in their view on editorial freedom. The Arab-speaking employees who lost their 
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jobs at BBC Arabic TV was recruited to Al Jazeera, which have the channel a broad, well 
functioning and qualified body of employees in no time (Figenschou, 2006, pp. 175-176). 
Since the launching in 1996 it has expanded into a multi-channel global network. 
Although it has spread out worldwide with new channels, broadcasting centres and bureaux, 
the headquarters remain situated in Doha, Qatar. Al Jazeera has been viewed as a catalyst for 
freedom of speech because they are breaking taboos and has been celebrated for promoting 
openness in the Arab world (Figenschou, 2010, p. 961). It is seen as a voice against the 
current in the one-sided information flow from the West to the East.  
 Economically, Al Jazeera is dependent on the government of Qatar. When starting up, 
the emir spent 140 million American dollars to launch the channel and to support the 
administration for the first five years. It is still financed through governmental subsidies but 
the channel itself claims that advertising revenues, sales of images and programmes cover the 
daily operation. However, they do admit that other projects like the English website are 
subsidised by the government (Figenschou, 2006, p. 178).  
 Al Jazeera English (AJE) is the English version of the channel, and was the first 
global English-language news channel with headquarter in the Middle East (Figenschou, 
2011, p. 355). It was established in 2006 and has a mission to provide a global news 
coverage, especially from underreported regions (Al Jazeera English, 2012b). The channel 
employs a staff of 1200 with 600 reporters in 50 different countries (p. 356). There have been 
several attempts to formulate an editorial vision for AJE but they have often been broad, 
vague and comprehensive (Figenschou, 2011, p. 358). Their website lists ten guidelines for 
ethical conduct. Some of these are to adhere to the journalistic values such as honesty, 
fairness, balance, independence, and to give priority to professional over commercial or 
political considerations. They seek the truth, and to present diverse points of view and 
opinions without bias and partiality. Al Jazeera English also seek to cooperate with Arab and 
international journalistic unions and associations to defend freedom of the press (Al Jazeera 
English, 2010). 
 Aljazeera.com was chosen for this project because of the closeness both 
geographically and culturally to the events, being an Arabic-based channel. It was also 
chosen to get a different perspective to counter the mainly western outset. 
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3.5 Codebook 
“A useful way to approach the selection of content analysis variables is to consider what 
constitute critical variables – those features that are vital to a comprehensive understanding of 
(a) the message pool (b) in the specific medium used” (Neuendorf, 2002, pp. 95-96). This 
means that the choice of variables should be in accordance with what one wants to study and 
also in consideration to the medium the messages feature in, which is to establish validity. 
The failure to identify the most critical variables that catch the distinguishing characteristics 
of the sample could lead to misleading results. As a researcher one can choose to keep the 
variables at a general or a more specific level. According to Neuendorf, one should do both to 
achieve the most comprehensive study (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 96).  
In this content analysis, the first three variables are identification variables, stating 
month, date and channel. The others are to count the number of open sources, detect the main 
source and the dominating frame, find out if there are still thematic elements if the article is 
coded as mainly episodic, look for usage of words like “terror” and “extreme”, and find out 
whether “freedom of expression” is mentioned. The variables will be presented further here, 
including what results I expect for each of them. 
 
Sources 
Variable four asks for number of open sources and the fifth asks what the main source of 
information is. I expect the number of open sources to be quite varied, depending on how 
long the article is, whether it provides a lot of background information and which channel it 
belongs to. The larger channels with a lot of resources are more likely to have their own 
reporters at the scene and may not be relying on as many external sources as those without 
correspondents may. “The larger channels” refers here to CNN International and Al Jazeera 
English. However, because the channels in the analysis all are resourceful broadcasters, the 
results may not vary so much.  
The expectations to the variable about the main source are a bit mixed. On one hand it 
seems natural to look to local media where the events are happening or to experts who can 
give background information and to help make sense of the anger and engagement media 
portrays for readers who may not know a lot about the topics. However, it is also plausible 
that the online news channels have their own correspondents in the area and can thus find 
other, non-elite sources, such as protesters. I also expect that the news channels will get 
information where it is easiest accessible, which would for most of them (considering that 
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four out of five channels in this study are western) be other western media at the scene or 
with contacts where events take place.  
 
Dominating frame 
The sixth variable is concerned with the dominating frame in the article. This is interpreted as 
the main angle in headline, introduction and first image. There are three options; mainly 
episodic, mainly thematic and a mix. If coded as mainly episodic it means that the article has 
most focus on the specific events, the episode. What happened, and where? Who was 
involved? How many were injured? To be coded as a thematic article, there has to be a focus 
on the more abstract themes, such as religious and societal factors and providing relevant 
background information. Why did it happen? What may the consequences be?  
The expected result is that there will mostly be episodic frames, in accordance with 
Iyengar’s view:  “For example, television news coverage of mass-protest movements 
generally focuses more closely on specific acts of protest than on the issues that gave rise to 
the protests” (Iyengar, 1991, pp. 14-15). Although Iyengar is talking about the television 
news coverage, it is reasonable to believe that online journalism will be conducted similarly 
due to time pressure, and scarce resources to produce thematically presented analysis or 
background stories. However, in a news article there are most often some thematic elements 
even though they are not dominating. Therefore, the seventh variable says, “If mainly 
episodic, are there still thematic elements in the article?” and it is coded with a simple “yes” 
or “no”. It is expected to be most “yes” responses to this one. 
 
Terror 
Variable number eight is to looking for specific associative words. According to Entman, 
Matthes and Pellicano, the exposure of certain frames during a given period expected to 
increase the possibility of specific responses. This has a double effect, as it also limits the 
chance of thinking about other relevant interpretations (Entman, Matthes, & Pellicano, 2009, 
p. 177) . This means that if the online news media label this controversy as an act of terror 
consistently over a period of time, it is more likely that the audience will accept this 
interpretation of it, and thus responds to it as a terror act.  
This variable included at first all indications of terrorism, like references to the 9/11 
and mentions of organizations listed on terror group lists. However, these lists are varying 
depending on the nation. It is not just one official list of terrorist groups, and therefore a 
group deemed a terrorist group by one nation may not be viewed as a terrorist group by 
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another. Secondly, when using a word like “terrorism” it is not necessarily an objective 
description, but rather a way to interpret actions. Therefore, the variable says “Are the words 
“terror”, “terrorist” or “terrorism” being used in the article?” The responses distinguish 
between the words coming from the journalist or one or more sources. The reason for this is 
that coming from a source, the use of “terror” may just indicate a subjective opinion or an 
unfortunate or hasty wording during a short interview. Being used by a journalist, it could 
indicate a terror frame. It could be an attempt, conscious or not, to invoke certain images and 
feelings people associate with the words. However, we can never be completely sure that the 
journalist quotes the source correctly, or that it was not the journalist who chose the wording, 
and the source just accepted it. 
 I expect the findings to show about a fifty-fifty distribution of articles using “terror” 
in any way and not. The frequency of use referring to the film and filmmaker should not 
alone derive a high number of “yes” -coded articles but the attack on the American embassy 
in Benghazi is expected to heighten the numbers because it eventually was labelled as an act 
of terror by the American government.  
 
Extreme 
Variable number 9 looks for the term “extreme”, “extremist” and “extremism” in the articles. 
This is coded as a simple “yes” or “no”. The next variable is concerned with who the 
expression refers to. The reason for choosing the word “extreme” is that it seems to be a word 
which is often used when dealing with religiously motivated conflicts, especially involving 
violence and demonstrations. The lexical definition of the word is “going to great or 
exaggerated lengths” and “exceeding the ordinary, usual, or expected” (Merriam-Webster, 
n.d.). In this political and religious context, extreme is often used to describe someone who 
would go to great lengths, exceeding the usual or expected, to defend their political cause or 
beliefs. Exactly what is considered to be extreme and what cannot is difficult to decide. It 
varies from person to person, according to what they are used to and what they consider to be 
normal. It will be interesting to see whether a difference between a national broadcaster in 
Norway and the more global-reaching broadcaster of Al Jazeera English?  
 I expect the words “extreme”, “extremist” and “extremism” to have a higher 
frequency of appearances than “terror”, “terrorist” and “terrorism” because they are not as 
controversial. It is expected to be mostly used referring to protesters, and then secondly 
referring to the filmmaker and his associates. 
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Freedom of expression 
The eleventh and last variable is looking for the term “freedom of expression”, “free 
expression”, “free speech” and “freedom to offend” in the articles. The aim is to find out 
whether free speech was the main focus of the coverage or not. 
It is expected to be a high frequency of occurrences of these expressions, either as the 
filmmaker and his associates’ defence or by some standing up for of principle of free 
expression on ideological grounds. The freedom to offend is expected to emerge because the 
film was so obviously offensive and therefore it would be logical to turn to that aspect of free 
expression in this specific case. 
 
Discarded variables 
Some variables were discarded after the pilot coding because they did not work. One of these 
was concerning the main focus of the article. The reason for including that variable in the 
first place was to get a general idea of whether the main focus was free expression or 
something else. This had to be rejected, however, because of the difficulty to establish sound 
criteria for deciding the main focus. During a test coding it turned out to be inconsistent, 
which would give unreliable and not valid results. Another discarded variable was to look for 
expressions of globalisation as a causal factor for the controversy but it ended up relying on 
interpretations by the coder because few of the articles mentioned globalisation explicitly. 
All in all, these variables are chosen to give an overview of the key journalistic 
tendencies in the media coverage of the Innocence of Muslims conflict, and especially the 
role of free speech. This study represents to a large degree the western media. Al Jazeera 
English is the only channel that is based outside of the western world but as the English 
language indicates, they target non-Arabic people. The study thus misses a fully Arabic 
perspective, mostly due to language shortcomings of the researcher. It will therefore not be 
able to say something about how the Arabic press covered the conflict and therefore it will 
also be difficult to extract global tendencies from results. 
 
Reliability 
All scientific work should strive to achieve the common standards of scientific method. 
These standards are validity, reliability, accuracy and precision. In content analysis validity 
can be addressed by asking; “are we really measuring what we want to measure?” (Babby, 
1995, as cited in Neuendorf, 2002, p. 12). The aim of validity is to “achieve as truthful or 
accurate an account as possible, even if we can never be entirely certain whether an account 
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is true” (Hammersley, 1992, p.67 as cited in Hesmondhalgh, 2006, p. 138). It is to make sure 
that the intended concept is represented by the measuring procedure (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 
112). Reliability is the extent to which the same results can be produced on repeated trials 
with different researchers (p. 12). Accuracy refers to the degree to which the measuring 
procedure is free of bias. Precision is the “fineness of distinction made between categories or 
levels of a measure” (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 113).  
I have done a test to establish reliability by having a second coder recode ten per cent 
of the data material. When comparing the two datasets of my coding and the second coder’s 
results, there were eleven out of twenty cases that contained a mismatch, giving a percentage 
of 55 per cent. The most common mismatch was concerning number of open sources which 
could be due to unclearness about exactly what an open source is. It could also be because it 
sometimes can be difficult to decide exactly what the source is, and what is just referred to as 
facts by the journalist. In five out of the six cases there was a discrepancy of only one or two 
sources. 
 The second most mismatched variable was more expected; the dominating frame. 
Five of the cases included disagreement about this. Of those five disagreements, most of 
them were disagreements about whether it was a “mainly thematic” frame or a mix. 
 Other disagreements were concerned with who was interpreted as the main source and 
whether the mainly episodic coded articles still contained thematic elements.  
 To increase the level of reliability there could have been given better instructions to 
the second coder, defining the various variables and values more clearly. Especially episodic 
and thematic frames could be explained more in a practical sense to make it easier to 
recognize the various and separate the two from one another. 
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4 The media presentation of Innocence of 
Muslims 
 
I will in this chapter present the results from the content analysis in order to answer the first 
research question, which is “How is the Mohammed video conflict presented in the online 
coverage of NRK.no, DR.dk, BBC.co.uk, CNNInternational.com and AlJazeera.com (Al 
Jazeera English)?”  
I will go through the variables one by one and discuss the various explanations for the 
results, as well as the implications they represent in the media coverage. In this and in the 
following chapter, I will for the most part refer to the media using their abbreviations. 
NRK.no is NRK, DR.dk is DR, BBC.co.uk is BBC, CNNinternational.com is CNNI and 
AlJazeera.com is AJE. 
 
4.1 Open sources in the news coverage 
 
 Online news medium Total 
NRK.no DR.dk BBC.co.uk CNN 
International.com 
Aljazee
ra.com 
How many open 
sources can be 
identified in 
article? 
None 1 3 1 0 0 5 
1 12 22 4 3 0 41 
2 9 17 8 3 3 40 
3 14 3 10 1 2 30 
4 8 2 4 1 2 17 
5 5 1 6 3 2 17 
6 3 1 7 1 1 13 
7 1 0 2 1 0 4 
8 2 0 1 4 2 9 
9 0 1 1 0 1 3 
10 1 0 0 3 1 5 
11 0 0 0 1 0 1 
12 1 0 0 1 0 2 
13 0 0 1 0 1 2 
16 0 0 0 1 0 1 
17 0 0 0 1 0 1 
18 0 0 0 1 0 1 
19 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Total 57 50 45 26 15 193 
Table 4.1 Innocence of Muslims-film. Number of open sources in news articles of five online news media 
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The first finding is concerned with the number of open sources in each article. The table 
above illustrates how many articles each online news medium had with the various numbers 
of open sources. For example, we can see that NRK.no had one article with no sources, and 
twelve articles with one source. The number of open sources spans from none (there are five 
articles in total with this result) and up to 19 (only one article had this many sources). Most of 
the articles have between one and three open sources, in total 58 per cent of the articles. 
There are eleven articles with ten or more sources. There are five articles with no open 
sources, and 41 with only one source. Journalism with only one source is quite common, but 
it is often lowly regarded in the trade, according to Allern (1996, p. 93). 
As we can see from the table, NRK and BBC have similar patterns. The majority of 
their articles contain mostly between one and six sources. DR’s articles are clustered together 
at the top of the table, meaning their source number mostly spans from none to four. AJE is 
more spread but most of the articles have two to five open sources. CNNI is special in this 
case. Their distribution of open sources has a wider span than the other channels, including 
the two articles with the highest number of open sources with respectively 18 and 19 sources 
each. The article with 19 identified sources is summing up the conflict as it had developed so 
far. At first, it treats the aspect of security of American missions in countries affected by the 
conflict. The US wanted to account for the security themselves during the controversy but 
was not welcomed in all of the countries. Then the article went on to report situations 
concerning international relations and protests in various countries such as Australia, Sudan, 
Egypt, Tunisia and Afghanistan (CNN International, 2012a). 
A high number of open sources could indicate more voices being heard and a more 
nuanced presentation, showing the case from different angles. However, it does not 
necessarily say something about how many different outlooks or views that are presented. It 
could just be more sources backing up the same viewpoints, or simply indicate honesty about 
where the information is found. In a conflict like Innocence of Muslims, spanning over 
several days and nations, there are some articles that are formed as a summary of the various 
incidents that have happened so far to give the reader an overview of the conflict. These 
articles typically had a high number of sources because they touched upon many incidents 
and themes. 
 “Turbo journalism” is a term used to describe online journalism. The term refers to 
the time pressure of publishing news online. Because there are no specific deadline set by 
technology, the deadline is continuous (Rasmussen, 2006). Because of this, online news 
providers strive to be the first with the latest news. It is thus little time for crosschecking facts 
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and sources and to reflect on their stories (Obijiofor & Hanusch, 2011, p. 123). This could 
lead to more articles with less information in each because it is important to publish 
something as quick as possible. A consequence of this could be less sources in each article. 
NRK.no, DR.dk and BBC.co.uk were the three media with the most articles featuring lower 
numbers of open sources. However, they were also the three channels with the highest 
amount of articles all together. NRK.no had 57 articles, DR.dk 50 and BBC.co.uk 45, 
whereas CNNInternational.com had 26 and AlJazeera.com had 15 articles. It seems like the 
first three media channels have divided their coverage into more, but perhaps less informative 
articles, rather than to compress a lot of elements into a few articles, such as perhaps CNNI 
and AJE have done. Reasons for this could be that NRK.no, DR.dk and BBC.co.uk to a large 
degree target national audiences, while CNNinternational.com and Aljazeera.com are aiming 
at a global audience. This means that CNNI and AJE may have more news to cover 
simultaneously and thus have fewer resources for this particular conflict.  
Another explanation could be that CNNI and AJE are the online versions of television 
channels, not national public service broadcasters as the other three, and thus may focus on 
online news broadcasts and video reportages, which are not included in this study. 
 
4.2 Main source 
The second main result was to identify the main source in the article, defined as the one that 
appear the most or if that is hard to determine, the first source. The aim was to find out what 
kind of sources the channels rely on in international conflicts. It was expected to be some 
difference between AJE and the others because AJE is closer to the events geographically. 
The table below shows what kind of source that appeared as the main source in the articles. 
 
 
 
Online news medium Total 
NRK.no DR.dk BBC.co.
uk 
CNNInter-
national.co
m 
Aljazeera.
com 
Who or what is the 
main source? 
       
Muslim protesters 3 2 3 0 0 8 
Arab politician or 
official 
4 9 8 4 3 28 
Arab religious 
leader 
1 1 1 2 1 6 
Arab news media 6 3 1 3 2 15 
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Western (non-
Muslim) politician 
or official 
7 9 8 7 2 33 
Western religious 
leader 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
Western news 
media 
24 17 12 1 5 59 
Expert 4 2 0 0 0 6 
People involved in 
filmmaking 
process 
1 0 0 2 1 4 
Other 6 4 10 7 1 28 
Total 57 50 45 26 15 193 
 
Western and Arabic news media as main source 
The most prominent finding is that western media is the main source in a majority of the 
articles, in 59 of them. In comparison, Arab news media was the main source in fifteen 
articles. The dominance of Western media sources could be explained by the western 
domination in the global media market altogether, but there are two more plausible reasons. 
Firstly, four out of the five channels are founded in and operate from western countries. With 
the online journalism’s time pressure and costs concerns in a competitive market it seems 
more convenient to turn to other western media with similar language and cultural outset for 
information if they cannot get it directly themselves.  
Second, it is likely that the western media know each other and trust each other’s 
information. To trust local media from where the events take place, which they do not know, 
can seem risky. They could be under some strict governmental control and thus provide with 
unreliable information. An example of this was mentioned in the section about the Copts and 
Muslims in Egypt, where a study showed that the government controlled media and the 
independent press could report different numbers and different interpretations of incidents, 
depending on their interests.  
What was a bit surprising with these results was that AJE had western news media as 
the main source in five out of fifteen, which makes western news media their most frequent 
main source. Before the coding started it was expected to find some differences between AJE 
and the rest of the channels because AJE is based in Doha, Qatar, and is known for covering 
the Arabic region in English. I therefore assumed they would have more reporters on the 
ground where events took place, that they would rely more on local media rather than 
western, and find more grass root sources, such as protesters.  
Table 4.2 Innocence of Muslims-film. Distribution of main sources in news articles of five online news media 
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The explanation for the majority of Western news media as main sources can be quite 
simple. Before the controversy really kicked off, the filmmaker had given a few interviews to 
some American media, for example The Wall Street Journal. Therefore, those American 
media are the main sources for statements from the filmmaker before he went into hiding. 
Another point is that US was in focus because of the attack in Benghazi, and thus it is natural 
to turn to American media to get the right information about the American view and about 
what was going on in the US related to this. 
In general, the domination of western media sources can lead to a more homogeneous 
coverage of the case. The same information will circle through various media, including 
factual faults and misinterpretations. However, one should note that the numbers only show 
what the main source of the article was; it was in most cases not necessarily the only source.  
 
Politicians and officials as main source 
Western politicians or officials are the main source in 33 of the articles and Arab politicians 
or officials are the main source in 28 of them. Together they represent the main source in 
32% of the articles, which is the second largest share of main sources next to other news 
media. The reason for the high percentage of politicians and officials as main sources could 
be that the governments got very much involved in the controversy. The controversy was 
sparked off in the media by the embassy attack in Benghazi, and thus diplomatic security, 
how the governments handled the incident, and what implications it had for international 
relations were quickly topics in focus. 
 The Western and Arabic politicians and officials are fairly equally distributed as main 
sources. This could be because there were many Arab and other countries with Muslim 
populations involved, the most central being Libya and Egypt. When it comes to the large 
share of western politicians and official, an important point is that the US was at the heart of 
the controversy. In addition to that, out of the five channels studied there were four based in 
the west and thus it is natural for them to provide a national perspective of the case by 
interviewing local sources.  
 This finding is interesting. According to Engelstad there were only two governments 
that were directly relevant during the cartoon crisis in 2005/2006, and those were the 
Norwegian and Danish (2013, p. 18). This result of the content analysis support the notion 
that there were more governments involved in this Innocent of Muslims controversy, and 
perhaps that the governments were involved to a larger degree than in the cartoon conflict. 
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 When comparing the online news media with each other we see that DR and BBC 
have the highest frequency of both western and Arabic politicians and officials as main 
sources. This may indicate a larger focus on politics and international relations in those two 
channels’ coverage than in the three others. In DR’s case it is tempting to draw lines to the 
Mohammed cartoon crisis. At the first glance, the controversy of Innocence of Muslims 
looked similar to that conflict, and thus it is reasonable to believe it would bring back some 
discussions in the Danish society. As mentioned before, the Danish government was drawn 
into the cartoon conflict, and thus it is relevant for DR to go to politicians for comments 
about this new controversy. It could also simply be that DR, together with BBC, kept an elite 
perspective of the coverage to a larger degree than the other channels.  
However, the differences between the various channels are not striking. If we consider 
the amount of coverage by each channel and find the percentage, NRK has the lowest score 
by far, with only 19% of their articles having a politician or official as main source. The 
others are more closely grouped together with AJE’s 33 per cent, BBC’s 35 per cent, DR’s 36 
per cent and CNN’s 42 per cent. 
AJE has the lowest frequency, three articles had Arab politicians or officials as main 
source, and two had western. However, AJE is the medium with the least coverage, only 
fifteen articles. Together, politicians and officials are the main source in one third of their 
articles. 
 
Religious leaders as main source 
Religious leaders were not represented to a great deal as main sources in this coverage. As 
Table 4.2 shows, they were only the main source in seven articles altogether, one western and 
six Muslim. I had expected there to be more because the controversy seemed to be revolving 
around freedom of religion and respect of religious feelings, as well as free speech.  
 All the channels had one article each with a religious leader as a main source, apart 
from CNN and BBC, which had two each. In addition to this, there were mainly only two 
religious leaders appearing and given space in the coverage. One was the grand Mufti Ali 
Gomaa of Egypt, who called for peace, and the other was the Pope. 
As the frequency of religious main sources was this low, it can be interpreted as an 
indication that religion was not a main focus in this coverage after all. This would be yet 
another aspect in which the Innocence of Muslims controversy differ from the Rushdie affair 
and the cartoon crisis. It could also be explained by the religious leaders having less 
importance in controlling the demonstrations, or that the religious leaders were not eager to 
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take control of the media narrative. One explanation could also be that religious leaders in 
Arabic countries shy away from commenting in English-speaking media. 
 
Muslim protesters as main source 
There were surprisingly few articles with protesters as main source. The number was 
expected to be low but still higher than eight, which was the result. Muslim protesters 
included also those who participated in organized peaceful protests, and protests taking place 
outside of the Arab countries. I expected more protest perspectives in the articles to show 
more sides of the controversy. The low number of Muslim protesters as main sources 
indicates that they were not represented at all to a great deal in the coverage, but could also 
mean they were not the most prominent source in the article. It could also indicate that the 
media’s focus in this case was not on the protesters and their reactions and religious feelings. 
Rather, the media seemed more concerned with the political consequences and relations, 
which is reflected in the numbers of political sources. 
 There were only three out of the five channels that had Muslim protesters as their 
main source in some articles, eight articles in total. CNNI and AJE had none. It is interesting 
that these two channels again are grouped together from the others, them being the two 
channels with a global target audience, while the three others are national public service 
broadcasters. This could again point to a more obvious political or elite perspective in their 
coverage than in the three others. Again, I should remind the reader that CNNI and AJE have 
the least amount of articles and thus may have a more direct focus on what they deem the 
core of the case, rather than to fill up their space with various perspectives and context. 
 
Experts as main source 
Another, more surprising result from the content analysis, was the low frequency of expert 
main sources. The total of articles with experts as main source are six, two belong to DR and 
four belong to NRK. Experts are used for adding context and as long as it is not a 
thematically framed article, this context is usually placed towards the end of the article, after 
the main events have been reported. Unless the expert then was a dominant source, he or she 
would then have been surpassed by another source appearing sooner in the article. This 
would correspond well with a result showing a dominance of episodic frames. 
 One result that was as expected, however, was that it was the Scandinavian media 
with most expert sources. I had expected to see more experts as main source in the western-
based channels than in AJE because it seems logical that explaining political and religious 
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context would be more necessary in those media due to geographical distances and 
differences in culture and views on religion from where the controversy took place. The use 
of expert sources could imply that the assumed knowledge of their readers about the 
countries and social situation where the controversy took place was generally low, and thus 
more information was required. Again, it should also be mentioned that NRK and DR are the 
two channels with the most articles in this study with respectively 57 and 50 articles each. 
This could simply be explained by that they have more room in their coverage for 
background and context, and thus can give more space to expert viewpoints. 
 
“Other” as main source 
As the table above shows, “other” is the main source in 28 of the articles. The value “other” 
encompasses all main sources that do not fit into any of the other categories. This includes 
sources such as YouTube and Google, UN representatives and members of religious or 
political groups who are not leaders and did not participate in a demonstration. This complies 
with the notion of few religious leaders in the media. The frequency of the category “others” 
indicate that those interviewed in the demonstrations were not leaders and thus support the 
notion that religious leaders were less prominent in the demonstrations, or at least in 
providing a media narrative. 
 All the channels had some articles with others as their main source, but BBC had the 
most (ten articles). AJE had the least (only one article). The frequency of other sources may 
indicate that the codebook did not catch all the important aspects of the case. The focus of the 
coverage could have a wide span, or may have been placed on something else than what the 
codebook was designed to look for. 
 
4.3 Main frame 
The main frame in the article was interpreted as the angle presented in the headline, 
introduction text and picture. The table below show the distribution of mainly episodic, 
mainly thematic and the balanced mix of each online news medium. 
Online news medium Total 
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The results from the analysis of this variable correspond with the expected findings of a 
majority of mainly episodic framed articles. As the table shows, a total of 138 articles were 
coded as mainly episodic, while 30 were mainly thematic and 35 were coded as a mix 
between the two. All the channels follow the same pattern here, with a clear majority of 
episodic framed articles, the second most being a mix, and third mainly thematic framed 
articles. 
 NRK had the largest share of articles that were coded either thematic or a balanced 
mix; 23 out of their 57 articles, making a percentage of 40. AJE and DR were second and 
third with respectively 33 per cent and 30 per cent of articles that were not coded as mainly 
episodic. This could again be explained by the various amounts of coverage and the degree of 
priority given to the case.  
An explanation for the high number of episodic frames may be the news as a genre, 
especially online news. The analytical, background-providing articles may to a larger degree 
be placed in an opinion section rather than news section, and thus are not featured in this 
analysis. Another point is as I mentioned in the previous paragraph about main sources that 
the features of the Internet and online publishing affect how the news is presented. Actuality 
is a very important value of news journalism, and when there is no definite deadline set by 
technology such as printing deadlines for the print newspapers, the deadline is continuously. 
This creates a strong pressure to publish immediately, which again may affect the quality. 
Because it is possible to edit news after publishing and continue to update news stories, it is 
more important to be first with the news than to check facts and sources before publishing 
(Rasmussen, 2006, p. 122). 
 The journalists’ knowledge of the contextual elements of the case covered could be 
another explanation for the majority of episodic framed articles. “For journalists to do a good 
job, they need to be attuned to the culture, people, language and history of the countries and 
 NRK.
no 
DR.dk BBC.c
o.uk 
CNNInternatio
nal.com 
AlJaze
era.co
m 
What is the 
dominating frame? 
Mainly episodic 34 35 38 21 10 138 
Mainly thematic 8 6 2 2 2 20 
Both – a balanced 
mix 
15 9 5 3 3 35 
Total 57 50 45 26 15 193 
Table 4.3 Innocence of Muslims-film. Main frame in news articles of five online news media 
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regions from which they are reporting” (Obijiofor & Hanusch, 2011, pp. 115-116). When the 
journalists do not have this knowledge, they are not able to quickly see the conditions behind 
the conflict, and will therefore to a larger degree describe the specific acts and happenings 
rather than placing them in a larger economic, political and societal context.  
Another possible and plausible explanation is that the events were not deemed 
important or newsworthy enough to spend the resources required to do some further research 
beyond exactly what is needed to get a general picture of the controversy. 
 
Thematic elements 
 Online news medium Total 
NRK.
no 
DR.
dk 
BBC.co
.uk 
CNNInterna
tional.com 
AlJazeera.
com 
If episodic, are there still 
thematic elements? 
Yes 32 23 28 20 8 111 
No 2 12 10 1 2 27 
Total 34 35 38 21 10 138 
Table 4.4 Innocence of Muslims-film. Thematic elements in articles coded as ’mainly episodic’ in five online news 
media 
There were 138 articles coded as mainly episodic. 111 of them (80 per cent) still had thematic 
elements. This is in addition to those that were coded as a balanced mix of episodic and 
thematic. All the channels had a high percentage of articles with thematic elements, with 
CNNI 95 per cent and NRK with 94 per cent. DR had the lowest amount with 23 articles 
making out a percentage of 66 per cent. This shows that even though the news articles are 
event-oriented, they still have some background information and provide some context. 
Examples of thematic elements in the news articles in this case would be to explain religious 
norms, for instance that one is not supposed to make any visual representation of the Prophet 
Mohammed, or to explain the social or political situation in the country in question (finn et 
konkret eksempel på dette). The articles that did not have any thematic elements were 
typically short reports about incidents, stating facts. For example one from BBC, reporting a 
protest that took place in Birmingham. The title was, “Protesters gather at Birmingham 
Bullring centre”. The article informs of when the protest started and when it dispersed. There 
is one comment saying the protest was peaceful, and a comment from the police saying no 
crimes had been reported (BBC News, 2012f). 
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4.4 Terror frame 
 
 Online news medium Total 
NRK.no DR.dk BBC.c
o.uk 
CNNInt
ernation
al.com 
AlJazeer
a.com 
Are the words "terror", 
"terrorist" or "terrorism" 
used? 
Yes, in the journalist's 
own text (beside quotes) 
5 5 4 3 2 19 
Yes, in a quote from one 
or more sources 
0 3 3 8 1 15 
No, none of those words 
are used in the article 
52 42 38 15 12 159 
Total 57 50 45 26 15 193 
Table 4.5 Innocence of Muslims-film. Occurrences of “terror”, “terrorist” and/or “terrorism” in news articles of five 
online news media 
 
As we can see from the table above, the words “terror”, “terrorist” or “terrorism” appeared in 
34 articles altogether. That leaves 159 articles where the words were not used. CNNI was the 
medium with the most articles where a terror frame could be detected in this way. Eleven of 
their 26 articles contained one or more of the words, making out a percentage of 42 per cent. 
This can best be explained by the attack on the American embassy in Benghazi, Libya, where 
the ambassador and three other staff were killed. When the attack had been investigated, it 
became a topic in the American coverage whether it could be categorized as a terror attack or 
not. One of CNNI’s articles illustrates this discussion. The article goes chronologically 
through various statements made by administration officials. The title of the article is “What 
the Obama administration has said about Libya attack”, and shows how the statements 
develop from not wanting to label the attack as terrorism, to stating that it was, in fact, an act 
of terror. This quote is pulled from the White House’s spokesman, Jay Carney, on September 
12th answering whether the attack was planned:  “It’s too early for us to make that judgement 
I think – I know that thus is being investigated, and we’re working with the Libyan 
government to investigate the incident. So I would not want to speculate at this time”. The 
next day, according to CNNI, he said, “the protests we’re seeing around the region are in 
reaction to this movie. They are not directly in reaction to any policy of the United States or 
the government of the United States or the people of the United States”. The article then 
reports that Secretary of State, Hilary Clinton, said this on September 21st “What happened in 
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Benghazi was a terrorist attack, and we will not rest until we have tracked down and brought 
to justice the terrorists who murdered four Americans” (Pearson, 2012).  
The other channels also mentioned this discussion and the outcome of it but as it was 
an internal discussion in the US, CNNI was the channel that gave it most attention. 
 
4.5 Extreme 
 Online news medium Total 
NRK.
no 
DR.dk BBC.
co.uk 
CNNInte
rnational.
com 
AlJazeera.
com 
Is the term "extreme", 
”extremist” or ”extremism” 
used in the article? 
Yes 3 1 7 10 4 25 
No 
54 49 38 16 11 168 
Total 57 50 45 26 15 193 
Table 4.6 Innocence of Muslims-film. Occurrences of “extreme”, “extremist” and/or “extremism” in news articles in 
five online media. 
As the table above shows, the words “extreme”, “extremist” or “extremism” appeared in a 
total of 25 articles, which only make out 13% of the total of 193 articles. I expected there 
would be a more extensive use of the word “extreme”, which for the most part would be 
referring to the film or filmmaker, or one of his supporters such as Pastor Jones and the 
activist Sadek.  
The results show that CNNI used the words the most, appearing in ten of their articles, 
and BBC the second most, in seven articles. In comparison, DR only used the word in one 
article. The others were somewhere in between. It is interesting to note that CNNI had the 
highest frequency of the both words “terror”, “terrorist” or “terrorism”, and “extreme”, 
“extremist” and “extremism”. A possible explanation for this will be provided in the next 
paragraph. 
 
Who are referred to as extreme? 
 Online news medium Total 
NRK.
no 
DR.
dk 
BBC.co.
uk 
CNNInt
ernation
al.com 
Aljazeer
a.com 
If yes, who does "extreme" 
refer to? 
       
Muslim protesters 0 1 1 2 1 5 
The film, filmmaker or 
other participated in 
production 
1 0 1 2 3 7 
Others 1 0 3 6 0 10 
Total 3 1 7 10 4 25 
Table 4.7 Innocence of Muslims-film. Who are reffered to as extreme in the news articles of five online news media? 
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The next step was to find out who the word “extreme” referred to. Was it the film, filmmaker, 
protesters or someone else? The results show that the film, filmmaker or people participating 
in the production were referred to as extreme in seven of the 25 articles containing the word 
“extreme”. The largest share of “extreme” references was directed at the value “others”. 
When looking closer at the ten articles in question, I discovered that the use of “extreme” in 
those articles for the most part referred to the Islamist militia group that attacked the 
American embassy in Benghazi alongside protesters. Other articles referred to extreme 
Islamists in general as a contrast to the moderate “normal” Muslims. This was also a 
characteristic for those articles that referred to the Muslim protesters as extreme (five in 
total), they made a distinction between the protesters (usually in the violent demonstrations) 
and moderate Muslims, indicating that the ones who participated in the violent protests were 
only a smaller fraction of the total Muslim population. 
 CNNI had the most articles with referring to someone or something as extreme. Two 
of their articles referred to the film, two referred to the protesters and six of them referred to 
“others”, which in most cases was extremism in general or specific references to other groups 
not directly involved in the controversy. “Our party has been fighting against militancy and 
extremism for years” (Habib, 2012), is one example of an “extremism” reference to “others”. 
Another example is “We remain deeply worried that those initial media reports are being 
used by Islamist extremists to further fan the violent anti-Semitism that is a part of that sub-
culture of hate” (Mungin, 2012). 
A reason why CNNI had the highest frequency might be related to the American 
declared “war on terror”. This may lead to a general larger focus on the issue in American 
news media. 
 
4.6 Freedom of expression 
The variable I was most excited to see the result of was whether “freedom of expression” or 
similar wordings of free speech were used in the articles. 
 Online news medium Total 
NRK
.no 
DR.dk BBC.co.
uk 
CNNI
nternat
ional.c
om 
AlJa
zeera
.com 
Are the concepts of 
"freedom of expression" 
and/or "free expression", 
"free speech" and/or 
Yes, by journalist outside 
the quotes from sources 
1 0 7 1 1 10 
Yes, by one or more of the 
sources 
4 2 3 4 1 14 
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"freedom to offend" used in 
the article? 
Yes, by both journalist and 
sources 
2 1 1 0 1 5 
No, freedom of 
expression/speech is not 
mentioned in the article 
50 47 34 21 12 164 
Total 57 50 45 26 15 193 
Table 4.3 Innocence of Muslims-film. Occurrences of ”freedom of expression”, ”free expression”, ”free speech” and 
”freedom to offend” in news articles in five online news media. 
 
I expected to find a lot of mentions of “freedom of expression” and/or “free expression”, 
“free speech” and/or “freedom to offend”. The results from this content analysis show, 
however, that only 29 of the articles contain one of the expressions of free speech. That 
makes out 15% of the coverage, which leaves 85% of the articles that do not mention free 
speech in those terms. This indicates that free speech was not a main topic in the coverage of 
this case. There are other aspects of the conflict in focus. This is a very interesting finding, 
and adds to the differences between this Innocence of Muslims conflict and the Rushdie affair 
and cartoon crisis. 
 Most of the articles mentioning free speech do so when pointing out that even though 
free speech is a valued right, it should not be used to spread hate and offence. There were 
only two articles that brought up free speech as a defence for the film and filmmaker. One of 
them mentions this at the end of the article, “First Amendment advocates have defended 
Nakoula’s right to make the film while condemning its content. And federal officials likely 
will face criticism from those who say Nakoula’s free speech rights were trampled by his 
arrest on a probation violation” (Al Jazeera English, 2012a). The other article is mainly 
concerned with the Russian ban of the film as extremist, by a Moscow court. It is in this 
context that “(…) liberal activists and some officials urged the authorities to back free 
expression and not use the controversy to further clamp down on rights under Russian 
President Vladimir Putin” (Al Jazeera English, 2012d). 
 BBC had the most articles with appearance of one of the terms expressing free 
speech, a total of eleven. NRK followed with seven articles, then CNN with five and DR and 
AJE both had three articles. I would have though CNNI to have more articles with free 
expression mentions because one of the actresses in the film sued the filmmaker and asked 
for YouTube to remove the film. The lawsuit took place in the US, and is concerning free 
speech in the sense that YouTube was asked to remove the film even though it did not violate 
their guidelines nor American law. 
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4.7 Summing up the results 
The content analysis gave an account of how the Innocence of Muslims controversy was 
presented in the online news articles of NRK.no, DR.dk, BBC.co.uk, CNNInternational.com 
and Aljazeera.com. The most interesting finding for this thesis was the low frequency of 
“free speech” and similar expressions. From the outset, the conflict seemed thematically quite 
similar to the Ruhsdie affair and the Cartoon crisis, both of which sparked huge debates about 
free speech and religious freedom. This indicates that the controversy of Innocecne of 
Muslims had other aspects in focus, or at least that the media did. This will be further 
discussed in the next chapter. 
Another interesting finding in the coverage are the results indicating a generally low 
degree of polarization. In this thesis, polarization is interpreted as a broad use of stereotypes 
and generalizations. This was supported by the low frequency of association-evoking words 
such as “terror” and “extreme”. Further supporting a low degree of generalisation was the 
channels’ tendency to distinguish who they referred to as extreme or terrorists from the 
majority of more moderate believers. For example, the US envoy to the UN Susan Rice was 
quoted in BBC News, through the ABC (American Broadcasting Company), saying the 
“evidence suggested that [the] attack had started as a “spontaneous” protest but had then been 
“hijacked” by extremists.” (BBC News, 2012d).  
 There were, however, still elements that are in accordance with the stereotypical 
image of Muslim protesters, the way they often are portrayed in western media. The people 
who participated in violent demonstrations were through the images in the articles still 
mainly depicted as angry, protesting men (for the most part), throwing rocks and setting cars 
on fire. This portrayal is in accordance with the Newsweek’s Muslim rage front page from 
September 24th that started the humorous #MuslimRage trend on Twitter. However, during 
this controversy, the media often circled the protesters out to be a small, more conservative 
fraction rather than representing the religion as a whole. Still, the moderate Muslims did not 
get a lot of space in the media coverage, neither through the images nor interviews. The 
nuance was present in the text, but not in headlines, introduction text, nor the images. What 
we as readers see are the same images of angry people in the streets crying out against the 
injustice they feel. The separation of the more conservative and violent from the moderate 
was not evident unless one read the whole article. 
The tendency in media to create that distinction, though, is positive and in the larger 
picture could contribute to the integration of immigrants. The study done by The European 
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Centre on Racism and Xenophobia that was presented in chapter 2, showed that the way 
media portrays certain groups of people will affect the attitudes the rest of the society has 
towards these groups. A lesser degree of stereotypical presentations could thus function in a 
positive way. Huntington’s theory about how globalisation would lead to more civil wars and 
conflicts between people with different culture and religion is often included when speaking 
of these transnational and cultural oriented conflicts.  
Nonetheless, one of the findings point in a different direction. When coding the main 
type of frame used in the articles, the episodic frame was dominant. The episodic frame is, as 
the name suggests, event-oriented and presents public issues in factual instances (Iyengar, 
1991). Even though the episodic articles often had a few thematic elements, the dominance of 
episodic frames may indicate a superficial news coverage. It is little explanation to why 
things are happening. The media focus is not so much on why people react the way they do to 
such an obvious provoking film, or at the social conditions in which the events take place. 
When the episodic articles make out the majority, people get informed about the facts of what 
is happening but readers may not understand the incidents. They may therefore misinterpret 
motives and statements, which in turn could lead to a skewed image of the case. The thematic 
elements in the articles are therefore important to make sense of the controversy, but in my 
opinion there could be even more contextual information. 
The dominance of episodic framed articles may be a result of how the controversy 
was regarded by the journalists. It may not have been taken seriously enough as a 
transnational event, due to the film being viewed as an amateurish piece of work. It may have 
been regarded as a conflict between one man, the filmmaker, an angry criminal Coptic 
Egyptian, and the protesters who were mainly conservative Muslims that also may be fuelled 
by the societal conditions surrounding them. 
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5 Free speech 
 
In this chapter I will discuss the second research question, which is “Is freedom of expression 
used as ideological defence for the film in the articles or are other aspects that are in focus?” 
I will base this discussion on the results of the content analysis and theory that was accounted 
for in chapter two.  
As table 4.8 in the previous chapter showed, free speech was not mentioned much in 
this coverage at all. It is already established then that freedom of expression cannot be said to 
have been the main focus of this coverage and this means that something else has been in 
focus during the controversy. The lack of free speech references is somewhat surprising, 
considering that I believed the controversy of Innocence of Muslims to be situated in the 
crossfire of free speech, religious freedom and the Internet. The presence of the Internet was 
evident, for instance, in various politicians’ wish to remove the film from YouTube, and 
YouTube and Google’s refusal of this. The media treated this aspect quite superficially. The 
coverage brought up the fact that YouTube refused to take the film down despite of political 
pressure, but did not discuss or elaborate the theme any further. This can be reflected in the 
results of main sources, which seldom was Google or Youtube. The two companies were 
clustered together in the source category “other”, which altogether was the main source in 28 
articles, and the category included several other sources as well. The low frequency of “free 
speech” also indicates that the Internet and free speech was not the main topic.  
There is an interesting discussion here. Should Google have refused? According to 
news coverage, they received a request from the White House in US to remove the film. Did 
they endanger national security by let the film stay online for so long? According to the laws 
of US they were in their full right to decline. Google and YouTube did not mention free 
speech specifically as a reason to keep the film on their website, just stated that the film did 
not violate their rules for acceptable material. As discussed in the second chapter, free speech 
has to have some limits. Usually one wants to prevent causing harm. During the conflict, 
however, it was obvious that harm was caused. People were injured, even killed (as in the 
consulate attack in Benghazi), in the demonstrations. Why was free speech not more central 
in the news coverage of the Innocence of Muslims controversy? 
 
5.1 Lack of authority 
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The filmmaker never mentioned free speech as a motivation for producing and publishing the 
film. His motives were purely political, according to himself (Bakken, 2012). This political 
engagement was lost in the translation of the film to the people being introduced to it through 
Sheikh Khaled Abdullah’s TV show. As recounted in the introduction of this thesis, he 
presented it as yet another western attack on Islam, and thus that was the interpretation the 
protesters received too.  
The most prominent reason for the lack of a free speech focus is the authority, or lack 
thereof, of the filmmaker. Compared to the Rushdie affair and the caricatures, the Innocence 
of Muslims clearly lack validity as a piece of art. Salman Rushdie, author of The Satanic 
Verses, is a well-known, prizewinning author. The book did not set out to provoke anyone. It 
was a piece of well-written literature by a professional and published through various 
publishing houses that had evaluated the book before publishing. Regarding the cartoon 
drawings, they may have been deliberately made provocative to focus on the self-censorship 
in Denmark. Despite this, however, it was professional cartoonists that made them. They 
were published through a well-established newspaper, being evaluated by the editor-in-chief 
before they were accepted for print. The man who made the YouTube film, however, has no 
(known) previously knowledge or experience of film production. He was a previously 
convicted conman with intent to provoke. Judging from the film’s appearance and the story 
of the production, it seems like he cared very little of the form of the provocation, as long as 
its message was clear. MacKinnon and Zuckerman compare the filmmaker and the film with 
net trolls. Net trolls are people online who try to “hijack a discussion through harassment or 
inflammatory content, hoping to provoke an emotional response” (MacKinnon & Zuckerman, 
2012, p. 18). Others who regularly participate in discussions online have developed some 
resistance to these trolls over time, getting better at spotting and ignoring them. The real 
world outside of the Internet, however are not that used to handle trolls. There may be media 
in the Middle East actively looking for evidence that the US is persecuting Muslims, and US 
media since the 9/11 may have paid disproportional attention to violence committed by 
Muslims. “The innocence of Muslims” took advantage of both these narratives, providing 
Middle Eastern Muslims with evidence that Americans disrespect and misunderstand Islam, 
and fitting into the western “muslim rage” image often used by news outlets. MacKinnon and 
Zuckerman say the image is best illustrated by the 24 September issue of Newsweek, 
dedicated to the topic of “Muslim Rage”. The image to accompany the topic was of bearded 
men in turbans yelling with upraised fists (2012, p. 18). This way of portraying Muslims was 
also found in this analysis of the media coverage. The moderate Muslims did not get a lot of 
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attention in the coverage. The focus was for the most part on the demonstrating Muslims or 
on a general extreme threat (as opposed to those participating in protests). MacKinnon and 
Zuckerman’s solution to the real life trolling is to provide more context and better 
proportionality. That would show how “marginal figures like Nakoula and Jones really are” 
(MacKinnon & Zuckerman, 2012, p. 21).  
 
5.2 Low quality 
In addition to the lack of authority as a filmmaker, an explanation for why free speech was 
not central could be the low quality of the film. This was the explanation Stewart-Halevy 
offered for the controversy, as presented in chapter two. According to him, the low 
production value of the film was the source of the conflict. He holds that it was a crisis of 
quality, saying that the “Western media sphere became outraged that low production values 
were mistaken for their public discourse, or at least indignant that anyone could imagine they 
would take seriously production with so little capital backing” (Stewart-Halevy, 2013, p. 
651). This interpretation of the conflict is not supported by the findings of my content 
analysis. Whenever mentioning the film, the channels usually accompany it with words like 
“amateurish” or “poor quality” but also with words like “offensive” and “provoking”. The 
quality was neither a theme in itself, apart from one article of dr.dk where a film expert got to 
review the qualities of the film. The Film expert, Peter Schepelern, who is a professor in 
Media at the University of Copenhagen, concludes that the film is “a very very bad film. It is 
extremely amateurishly made” (as cited in Nielsen, 2012, my translation).  
However, generally the condescending comments about the film were rather 
interpreted as means to neutralize the impact of the film, trying to pass it off as a laughable 
object rather than something to take seriously and be extensively provoked by. It was also 
interpreted as a way to create a distance between the channels and what they represent, and 
the film – to make it clear to readers that they did not support the film in any way. 
According to Stewart-Halevy the poor quality implies a ”manic” message, which in 
turn appealed to a desperate audience (2013, p. 655). This observation is plausible and also 
compliant with the results of this content analysis. Many people were offended in the Rushdie 
affair and cartoon crisis. Some expressed their anger through demonstrations like the ones 
taking place during this controversy, but there were also a good deal of Muslims voicing their 
opinion trough media and condemning the violence. This thesis has only studied the news 
articles, but overall the other conflicts got more attention and sparked a far greater debate 
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about free speech and religion. As these results showed, free speech was hardly mentioned in 
the news coverage in this case. That could be a consequence of the film not being taken 
seriously enough to neither defend nor criticise the same way Satanic Verses and the cartoons 
were by intellectual groups of both Western people and Muslims. Another finding implying 
this is the way the news articles distinguished those who took part in violent protests from the 
majority of more moderate Muslims. It implies that the conflict did not initially engage the 
majority of people on either side; the film was rather made by an extreme man targeting other 
extremes, but sadly had consequences beyond that. Therefore, the lack of free speech as an 
explicit topic and the distinction between the protesters and other moderate Muslims may 
imply that the film was indeed in poor quality, with a desperate message that for the most 
part only the more conservative Muslims found worthy a response. 
 
5.3 Individual responsibility 
A third factor that could contribute to a lack of focus on free speech is the attribution of 
responsibility to the individuals, suggesting that this was not a broader controversy of 
conflicting values. Some of the articles mentioned Samuel P. Huntington’s theory of the 
‘clash of civilizations’. According to Huntington’s hypothesis, future conflicts will evolve 
around the clash of differences between civilizations, replacing economic and ideological 
boundaries as the main reasons for conflicts. A civilization is by Huntington regarded as “the 
highest cultural grouping of people and the broadest level of cultural identity people have 
short of that which distinguished humans from other species” (1993, s. 24). It consists of 
basic common elements such as language, religion, history, customs, institutions and the 
subjective self-identification of people (p. 24). Kunelius et al. writes that during the cartoon 
crisis this theory was for the most part rejected as en explicit ideology by journalists, editors 
and regular columnists. However, their research showed that the news coverage of the 
cartoon crisis of 2005 and 2006 favoured violent demonstrations and emphasized the 
different political realities across the divide, and paid much attention to the extremists and 
their actions (Kunelius, Eide, Hahn, & Schroeder, 2007, p. 16). These journalistic tendencies 
were also present in the coverage of the Innocence of Muslims controversy. As the content 
analysis revealed, the majority of articles were coded as mainly episodic (see Table 4.3) and 
focused on factual happenings, such as protests. However, there was a low frequency of 
words that could indicate a broader conceptual conflict, such as “extreme”, “terror”, and “free 
speech”.  
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The individual responsibility aspect presented above is further supported by the low 
degree of polarization and generalisation. The analysis showed that the media distinguished 
between those they referred to as extreme, both the people taking part in violent protests, 
other extreme groups or extremism as a general concept, and the ones defined as the 
moderate majority of Muslims. A further indication that the coverage did not use a broader 
“West versus Islam” interpretation is the coded framing of the articles. A majority of episodic 
frames tend to guide readers to attribute responsibility to the individuals (Iyengar, 1991, p. 
14). The majority of the articles in this coverage were coded as mainly episodic. This would 
thus mean a responsibility attribution to the people involved, rather than more general social, 
political or religious conditions. These arguments support the notion that this was not a “West 
versus Islam” conflict, and thus not a “clash of civilizations”, as Huntington in 1993 
predicted would dominate the field of conflicts. Rather, this conflict was about one individual 
with his own motives, who offended a group of people with a low quality film, and got the 
response he wanted from a small fraction of the offended group. It was originally a conflict 
between conservatives on both sides, but the exploitation of the situation by some Islamic 
militia group in Libya twisted it into a matter of international relations and security in foreign 
diplomacy. 
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6 Concluding remarks 
 
In this thesis I sought out to investigate the controversy surrounding the Innocence of 
Muslims video that was published on YouTube in the summer of 2012. I wanted to find out 
how it was presented in the news coverage of five different online news media; nrk.no, dr.dk, 
bbc.co.uk, cnninternational.com, and aljazeera.com.  
 
6.1 The controversy 
At first, the controversy seemed very similar to the Rushdie affair and the cartoon crisis, but 
the Innocence of Muslims differed from them in some important aspects. First of all, the film 
in question was characterized by an amateurish design and production. The distribution 
followed the same do-it-yourself course of distribution by being published at the social video 
sharing site YouTube and then spread through social online connections and word of mouth. 
In comparison, both Satanic verses by Salman Rushdie and the cartoons in Jyllands-Posten 
were made by professionals in their trade and published through regulated and edited media.  
The motives behind the production were also different. Salman Rushdie is an author 
and lives from telling stories. The cartoons were made to comment on the self-censorship and 
free expression in Denmark. The film, however, was made to provoke in order to make a 
group of people appear irrational.  
A third difference between Innocence of Muslims and the other controversies was the 
role of the Internet. While Internet was not widely used by common people in the late 1980s 
when the Rushdie affair began, it was present during the cartoon crisis. However, while the 
Internet could be used to distribute the cartoons, they started out as print material evaluated 
by an editor before being made public for, initially, a Danish readership. The Innocence of 
Muslims, however, was only alive online in a largely unregulated medium, and thus readily 
available to the global YouTube community in no time. The online life also means that the 
film was difficult to restrict because of differences in national laws, easy to copy and 
republish, and that it was problematic to track down the anonymous filmmaker.  
 The conflict in itself had different interpretations from different parties. Regarding the 
Egyptian Coptic filmmaker it was a hatred for Islam that motivated him, stemming from the 
tensions between Copts and Muslims in Egypt. For the people protesting, the film was 
interpreted as yet another western or American attack on their religion and religious freedom, 
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and thus their protests were aimed at western consulates and embassies. Concerning 
politicians, this was first and foremost a case about diplomatic security and international 
relations. Secondly, the case represented a lack of control over online material. Many called 
for the film to be removed but only a few had the power to do so.  
 
6.2 The media coverage 
When it comes to the media coverage, the various interpretations of the conflict were 
reflected in the span of topics brought up in the news articles. Before the coding started, I had 
expected that free speech would be the main theme of the coverage but this turned out to be 
wrong. The results of the content analysis showed a low degree of polarisation and 
generalisation, low frequency of words that could evoke specific associations, such as 
“terror” and “extreme”, and a low frequency of words that could represent a broader thematic 
conflict, such as “free speech”. These findings reject an “Islam versus West” interpretation of 
the conflict. There was also a significant occurrence of politicians and officials as main 
sources in the articles, indicating an elite perspective and a political focus.  
 The second research question was asking for the role of free speech in the coverage. 
The content analysis established that free speech was not the most central theme in the news 
articles. I presented three main explanations for this. The first was the lack of authority that 
Nakoula had as a filmmaker. The second explanation was the lack of quality of the film, 
which made it difficult for most people to take it seriously. The third explanation was the 
attribution of responsibility on individuals, suggesting the conflict was between extreme 
people on both sides rather than representing a broader conflict of basic values such as free 
speech and religious freedom. 
 
6.3 Lack of context 
As I said in the introduction chapter of this thesis, the way the media choose to present this 
controversy of Innocence of Muslims will be influential to how the readers will respond to it 
and make sense of it. As framing theory explains, the audience tends to adopt the stereotypes 
provided by the media if they are persistent over time, and lack nuance and balance. This 
could in the larger sense contribute to more misunderstandings between different national and 
different cultures, and thus make for instance integration into a new and different society 
more difficult.  
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This coverage of Innocence of Muslims also lacked or did not communicate well 
enough some facts that could have contributed to a more complete image of the controversy. 
An example of this is the little communicated fact that the protesters only made out a small 
fraction of the Muslim population in the protesting. Another example is that there also were 
counter-protests condemning the film and the violence. The Internet does offer a chance to 
redeem, such as the Twitter trend of #MuslimRage.  
According to framing theory, if Muslims are only depicted as angry men in turbans 
with raised fists in the media, then this would easily become the main understanding of 
Muslims among people who have no direct experience or other sources of information to 
balance the image. In this case, rather than to accept an image of a whole religion as irrational 
and impulsive violent group, as the filmmaker wanted us to do, I as an audience, should get 
as much context and knowledge as is needed to understand who is reacting, to what, why, and 
the implications of it. The notion of free speech entails the right to let me build my opinions 
and arguments based on knowledge. Contextual information would make the protesters more 
humane and complex to me, rather than depictions of stereotypes. The results of this content 
analysis was promising, with a low degree of polarisation and generalisation, and a majority 
of episodically framed articles containing thematic elements. 
I believe that a more institutionalised nuanced image of Muslims in the global news 
coverage, especially the ones protesting in these conflicts, could take the fizz out of the 
xenophobia that may follow as one unfortunate consequence of immigration. A nuanced 
image of all parties in such conflicts may in the long run create a better understanding 
between different cultures, and thus better the international relations between nations. This 
would make it easier to cooperate, to immigrate and integrate, and may even prevent conflicts 
based on cultural disagreements and misunderstandings in the future. 
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Appendix 1: Codebook 
 
V1 Month (which month is the article from?) 
1 = September 
2 = October 
3 = November 
4 = December 
 
V2 Date (the date within the month) 
Value number equals number of day in month 
 
V3 Channel (the channel which the news article is collected from) 
1 = NRK.no (Norway) 
2 = DR.dk (Denmark) 
3 = BBC.co.uk (Britain) 
4 = CNNInternational.com (USA) 
5 = AlJazeera.com (Mainly the Arab region) 
 
V4 Number of open sources (open sources = known sources the journalists have received 
information from) 
The value number equals number of open sources 
 
V5 Who or what is the main source in the article? (Main source = the most used source in 
article - if there are more than one being used equally, it is the one that appears first) 
1 = Muslim protesters (people participating or organizing demonstrations) 
2 = Arab politician or official 
3 = Arab religious leader 
4 = Arab news media (including news agencies, radio or tv stations, newspapers, journalists 
etc) 
5 = Western (non-muslim) politician or official 
6 = Western religious leader 
7 = Western news media 
8 = Expert (University professors, researchers etc) 
9 = People involved in the filmmaking process (actors, director, producer etc) 
10 = The film or manuscript of the film 
11 = None 
0 = Other 
 
V6 What is the dominating frame? (interpreted as the main angle in headline, 
introduction and first image)? 
1 = Mainly episodic (Episode-oriented, reporting what has happened, descriptive – little to no 
background information) 
2 = Mainly thematic (Main focus in placing incidents in a context, providing background 
information, concerned with why episodes occur)  
3 = Both – a balanced mix (approximately equal balance between episodic and thematic 
elements) 
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V7 If mainly episodic, are there still thematic elements in the article? (Thematic 
elements = giving some background information, some context, some 
reflection/analysis) 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
 
V8 Are the words “terror”, “terrorist” or “terrorism” being used in the article?  
1 = Yes, in the journalists’ own text (beside quotes) 
2 = Yes, in a quote from one or more of the sources 
3 = Yes, in both journalist’s text and quote(s) 
4 = No, none of those words are not used in the article 
 
V9 Is the term “extreme”, “extremist” or “extremism” used in the article? 
1 = Yes  
2 = No 
 
V10 If yes, who does “extreme” refer to in the article? 
1 = Muslim protesters 
2 = The film, filmmaker or others who participated in the production (actors, script writers, 
producers etc) 
3 = Others associated with the film but not directly part of production (such as pastor Terry 
Jones, blogger Morris Sadek, and the TV host Sheikh Khaled Abdullah) 
4 = Religious leaders (Western and Muslim) 
0 = Other 
 
 
V11 Are the concepts of “freedom of expression”, “free expression”, “free speech” and/or 
“freedom to offend” used in the article?  
1 = Yes, by the journalist outside the quotes from sources 
2 = Yes, by one or more of the sources 
3 = Yes, by both journalist and sources 
4 = No, freedom of expression/speech is not mentioned in the article 
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Appendix 2: List of coded articles 
 
  
Code 
number 
of article 
Online news 
medium 
Date 
published 
Title of article Date printed 
1 Nrk.no 11.09.2012 ”Protest mot profet-fornærmelse” 23.04.2013 
2 Nrk.no 12.09.2012 ”Amerikaner drept i angrep mot 
konsulat i Libya” 
20.04.2013 
3 Nrk.no 12.09.2012 ”USAs ambassadør i Libya drept i 
rakettangrep” 
20.04.2013 
4 Nrk.no 12.09.2012 ”- Laget filmen for å provosere” 23.04.2013 
5 Nrk.no 12.09.2012 ”- Dette kan forandre det 
politiske landskapet i Libya” 
20.04.2013 
6 AlJazeera.com 13.09.2012 ”How did obscure hate film earn 
global wrath?” 
18.04.2013 
7 AlJazeera.com 14.09.2012 ”Angry protests spread over anti-
Islam video” 
18.04.2013 
8 AlJazeera.com 15.09.2012 ”Who is Nakoula Basseley 
Nakoula?” 
  
10.05.2013 
9 CNNInternatio
nal.com 
14.09.2012 ”New details emerge of anti-Islam 
film’s mystery producer” 
24.11.2013 
10 CNNInternatio
nal.com 
14.09.2012 ”Jewish groups mad about initial 
reports on anti-Islam film” 
24.11.2013 
11 CNNInternatio
nal.com 
19.09.2012 ”France bans protests; Lebanese 
demonstrations call U.S. ’enemy 
of God’ ” 
24.11.2013 
12 CNNInternatio
nal.com 
19.09.2012 ”Egypt charges Coptic Christians 
linked to infamous video” 
24.11.2013 
13 BBC.co.uk 12.09.2012 ”Did Ansar al-Sharia carry out 
Libya attack?” 
24.11.2013 
14 BBC.co.uk 13.09.2012 ”Innocence of Muslims: Mystery 
of film-maker ’Sam Bacile’” 
24.11.2013 
15 BBC.co.uk 13.09.2012 ”Libya attack: Obama vows 
justice for killed US envoy” 
24.11.2013 
16 BBC.co.uk 13.09.2012 ”Libya attack: US to investigate 
Benghazi assault” 
24.11.2013 
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17 BBC.co.uk 13.09.2012 ”Anti-Islam film protests spread 
across Middle East” 
24.11.2013 
18 DR.dk 14.09.2012 ”Varselsskud affyres i Tunis ved 
ambassade” 
23.09.2013 
19 DR.dk 14.09.2012 ”Dræbte fra Libyen er landet i 
USA” 
23.09.2013 
20 DR.dk 14.09.2012 ”Udenlandske FN-folk trækkes du 
af Benghazi” 
23.09.2013 
21 DR.dk 14.09.2012 ”Tre er dræbt under 
demonstrationer i Sudan” 
23.09.2013 
22 DR.dk 15.09.2012 ”USA må ikke beskytte 
ambassaden i Sudan” 
23.09.2013 
23 DR.dk 16.09.2012 ”USA kalder diplomater hjem fra 
Sudan og Tunisien” 
23.09.2013 
24 NRK.no 12.09.2012 ”Libya ber USA om unnskyldning” 20.04.2013 
25 NRK.no 12.09.2012 ”Hamid Karzais besøk til Norge 
utsatt” 
20.04.2013 
26 NRK.no 12.09.2012 ”Ber pastoren trekke støtte til 
film” 
20.04.2013 
27 NRK.no  12.09.2012 ”USA evakuerer egne fra 
Benghazi” 
20.04.2013 
28 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”USA tror konsulat-angrep var 
planlagt handling” 
20.04.2013 
29 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”Kristne fordømmer islamkritisk 
film” 
23.04.2013 
30 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”Pastor ville ikke trekke støtte til 
islamkritisk film” 
20.04.2013 
31 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”Egypts president møter EU-
topper” 
20.04.2013 
32 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”Visste ikke at filmen skulle 
handle om Muhammed” 
20.04.2013 
33 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”Nye sammenstøt ved USAs 
ambassade i Kairo” 
20.04.2013 
34 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”USAs ambassade i Jemen 
stormet” 
20.04.2013 
35 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”USAs konsulat i Berlin evakuert” 20.04.2013 
36 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”UD vil ikke kommentere 
sikkerhet etter ambassade-
angrep” 
20.04.2013 
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37 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”- Dette kan bli verre enn 
karikaturstriden” 
20.04.2013 
38 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”- Skjøt i lufta mens 
demonstrantene stormet 
ambassaden” 
20.04.2013 
39 NRK.no 13.09.2012 ”Obama: - Egypt er ikke en alliert, 
men ikke en fiende” 
20.04.2013 
40 NRK.no 14.09.2012 ”Egyptiske islamister varsler 
massiv film-protest” 
23.04.2013 
41 NRK.no 14.09.2012 ”- Angrepet kunne ikke vært 
hindret” 
20.04.2013 
42 NRK.no 14.09.2012 ”Svindeldømt knyttes til anti-
islam film” 
20.04.2013 
43 NRK.no 14.09.2012 ”- Dei moderate må ta styringa” 20.04.2013 
44 NRK.no 14.09.2012 ”- Norske soldater og diplomater 
på vakt” 
20.04.2013 
45 NRK.no 14.09.2012 ”Oslo: Høyner sikkerheten ved 
USAs ambassade etter 
Muhammed-bråk” 
20.04.2013 
46 NRK.no 14.09.2012 ”Filmskaparen angrar ingenting” 23.04.2013 
47 NRK.no 14.09.2012 ”Islamistar til angrep på fleire 
ambassadar i Midtausten” 
20.04.2013 
48 NRK.no 14.09.2012 ”-Noen vet ikke en gang hva de 
demonstrerer mot” 
20.04.2013 
49 NRK.no 15.09.2012 ”Youtube nekter å fjerne 
Muhammed-video 
20.04.2013 
50 NRK.no 15.09.2012 ”Muhammed-filmprodusent i 
avhør” 
20.04.2013 
51 NRK.no 15.09.2012 ”Muhammed-protester i Sidney” 20.04.2013 
52 NRK.no 15.09.2012 ”- Unge, frustrerte muslimer spør 
meg om de bør demonstrere” 
20.04.2013 
53 NRK.no 15.09.2012 ”Tunisia fordømmer 
ambassadeåtak” 
20.04.2013 
54 NRK.no 15.09.2012 ”USA trekker ut personell ved 
ambassader i Tunisia og Sudan” 
20.04.2013 
55 NRK.no 16.09.2012 ”Egypts statsminister: - 
Demonstranter fikk betalt” 
20.04.2013 
56 NRK.no 16.09.2012 ”Nygaard tror film-uro kan føre 
noe godt meg seg” 
23.04.2013 
57 NRK.no 16.09.2012 ”Hizbollah ber muslimer 
protestere i gatene mandag” 
20.04.2013 
58 NRK.no 17.09.2012 ”Hundrevis i nye Muhammed-
protester i Afghanistan” 
20.04.2013 
59 NRK.no 17.09.2012 ”Vil demonstrere i Oslo” 20.04.2013 
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60 NRK.no 18.09.2012 ”- Fatwa mot Muhammed-film” 20.04.2013 
61 NRK.no 19.09.2012 ”Sprer manuset til islamkritisk 
film” 
23.04.2013 
62 NRK.no 20.09.2012 ”Skuespiller saksøker 
Muhammed-filmskaper” 
20.04.2013 
63 NRK.no 20.09.2012 ”Bråk ved USA-ambassaden i 
Islamabad” 
20.04.2013 
64 NRK.no 21.09.2012 ”USA håper TV-reklame kan 
dempe Muhammed-bråket” 
20.04.2013 
65 NRK.no 21.09.2012 ”Kinoer i brann i Pakistan” 20.04.2013 
66 NRK.no 21.09.2012 ”USAs ambassade i Kairo 
beleiret” 
20.04.2013 
67 NRK.no 21.09.2012 ”-Verden trenger en ny Osama 
bin Laden” 
23.04.2013 
68 NRK.no 21.09.2012 ”15 pakistanere drept i protest” 20.04.2013 
69 NRK.no 21.09.2012 ”Unge muslimer: Vi vil støtte 
profeten vår, og vi hater USA” 
20.04.2013 
70 NRK.no 26.09.2012 ”Egyptisk mann tiltalt for 
blasfemi etter anti-islamsk video” 
20.04.2013 
71 NRK.no 28.09.2012 ”Mannen bak Muhammed-filmen 
arrestert i Los Angeles” 
23.04.2013 
72 NRK.no 29.09.2012 ”-Måtte skjønne hva han startet” 23.04.2013 
73 NRK.no 30.09.2012 ”Egyptisk avis bekjemper 
karikaturer med karikaturer” 
20.04.2013 
74 NRK.no 08.11.2012 ”Muhammed-filmskaper må i 
fengsel” 
23.04.2013 
75 NRK.no 28.11.2012 ”Åtte dødsdømt for Muhammed-
film” 
10.05.2013 
76 DR.dk 12.09.2012 ”Den forhadte film” 18.12.2013 
77 DR.dk 13.09.2012 ”Fakta om den forhadte film” 18.12.2013 
78 DR.dk 14.09.2012 ”Hadet film-producent frygter for 
sit liv” 
18.12.2013 
79 DR.dk 14.09.2012 ”Få overblik: Ambassadørdrab, 
protester og profet-film” 
18.12.2013 
80 DR.dk 14.09.2012 ”Filmforsker: Profetfilm er rent 
amatørarbehde” 
18.12.2013 
81 DR.dk  14.09.2012 ”Muslimer i Kashmir: Obama er 
en terrorist” 
18.12.2013 
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82 DR.dk 14.09.2012 ”Følg filmprotesterne verden 
rundt: Antallet af omkomne 
stiger” 
18.12.2013 
83 DR.dk 15.09.2012 ”Muhammed-uro: US sender 
soldater til Sudan” 
18.12.2013 
84 DR.dk 15.09.2012 ”Muhammed-protester spreder 
sig til Sydney” 
18.12.2013 
85 DR.dk 15.09.2012 ”Taliban: Angreb var hævn for 
Muhammed-film” 
18.12.2013 
86 DR.dk 15.09.2012 ”Obama: Folk skal bevare troen 
på frihed” 
18.12.2013 
87 DR.dk 15.09.2012 ”Al-Qaeda: Konsulat-angreb var 
hævnaktion” 
18.12.2013 
88  DR.dk 16.09.2012 ”USA kalder diplomater hjem fra 
Sudan og Tunisien” 
18.12.2013 
89 DR.dk 16.09.2012 ”Demonstranter fik penge for 
profet-ballade” 
18.12.2013 
90 DR.dk 16.09.2012 ”Hizb ut-Tahrir demonstrerer 
mod Muhammed-film i 
København” 
18.12.2013 
91 DR.dk 16.09.2012 ”Vestager fordømmer 
Muhammedprotester” 
18.12.2013 
92 DR.dk 16.09.2012 ”50 er anholdt for angreb på 
ambassade” 
18.12.2013 
93 DR.dk 16.09.2012 ”Politi møder talstærkt op foran 
den amerikanske ambassade” 
18.12.2013 
94 DR.dk 14.09.2012 ”Ambassadeansatte i sikkerhed i 
Sudan” 
18.12.2013 
95 DR.dk 16.09.2012 ”Hizb ut-Tahrir-demo: Stop 
Vestens krænkelser” 
18.12.2013 
96 DR.dk 16.09.2012 ”Slagsmål ved Hizb ut-Tahrir-
demo 
18.12.2013 
97 DR.dk 17.09.2012 ”VIDEO: 1000 afghanere i protest 
mod profet-film” 
23.09.2013 
98 DR.dk 17.09.2012 ”En dræbt i nye Muhammed-
protester” 
18.12.2013 
99 DR.dk 17.09.2012 ”Hezbollah-leder du af årelangt 
skjul” 
18.12.2013 
100 DR.dk 17.09.2012 ”Libyen fyrer sikkerhedschef” 18.12.2013 
101 DR.dk 17.09.2012 ”Pakistan lukker for Youtube” 18.12.2013 
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102 DR.dk 18.09.2012 ”Stormufti maner til ro” 18.12.2013 
103 DR.dk 18.09.2012 ”Muftiens ord er ikke lov” 18.12.2013 
104 DR.dk 19.09.2012 ”Frygter bølge af vrede: Frankrig 
lukker ambassader i profetstrid” 
18.12.2013 
105 DR.dk 20.09.2012 ”Sudan trækker stikket til 
Youtube efter profet-uro” 
18.12.2013 
106 DR.dk 20.09.2012 ”Skuespiller fra Muhammed-
video sagsøger Youtube” 
18.12.2013 
107 DR.dk 24.09.2012 ”Parlamentsformand får hug for 
at fordømme profetfilm” 
18.12.2013 
108 DR.dk 24.09.2012 ”Islamistleder anholdt for 
ambassadeangreb i Tunis” 
18.12.2013 
109 DR.dk 24.09.2012 ”Libyens hær fjerner militsledere 
efter uro” 
18.12.2013 
110 DR.dk 24.09.2012 ”Profetfilm får Iran til at boykotte 
Oscar” 
18.12.2013 
111 DR.dk 26.09.2012 ”Libyen overvejer lov mod 
militser” 
18.12.2013 
112 DR.dk 28.09.2012 ”Islam-filmmand fanget og 
tilbageholdt” 
18.12.2013 
113 DR.dk 29.09.2012 ”Muslimer vil lovgive mod 
religiøst had” 
18.12.2013 
114 DR.dk 07.10.2012 ”Op mod 2000 demonstrerede 
mod islam-film” 
18.12.2013 
115 DR.dk 13.10.2012 ”Al-Qaedas chef vil holde 
filmprotster i kog” 
18.12.2013 
116 DR.dk 08.11.2012 ”Manden bag omstridt Profetfilm 
skal i fængsel” 
18.12.2013 
117 DR.dk 15.11.2012 ”USA: al-Qaeda linket til 
ambassadørdrabet i Libyen” 
23.09.2013 
118 DR.dk 08.12.2012 ”Egypten fanger formodet 
Benghazibagmand” 
18.12.2013 
119 DR.dk 20.12.2012 ”Hovederne ruller i USA efter 
rapport om drab på ambassadør” 
18.12.2013 
120 BBC.co.uk 13.09.2012 ”Obama: Egypt is not US ally, nor 
enemy” 
24.11.2013 
121 BBC.co.uk 13.09.2012 ”Police visit Nakoula Basseley 
over ’film link’ 
24.11.2013 
122 BBC.co.uk 14.09.2012 ”Libya makes arrests over deadly 
US embassy attack” 
24.11.2013 
123 BBC.co.uk 14.09.2012 ”Seven dead as anti-Islam film 
protests widen” 
24.11.2013 
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124 BBC.co.uk 15.09.2012 ”West calls for end to anti-Islam 
film clashes” 
24.11.2013 
125 BBC.co.uk 15.09.2012 ”Film protests: What explains the 
anger?” 
24.11.2013 
126
  
BBC.co.uk 15.09.2012 ”US authorities question anti-
Islam film suspect Nakoula” 
24.11.2013 
127 BBC.co.uk 15.09.2012 ”Film protest: Egypt PM urges US 
to en ’insults’” 
24.11.2013 
128 BBC.co.uk 16.09.2012 ”Film protests: US orders Tunisia 
and Sudan withdrawal” 
24.11.2013 
129 BBC.co.uk 16.09.2012 ”Pope appeals for peace at huge 
Beirut seafront Mass” 
24.11.2013 
130 BBC.co.uk 17.09.2012 ”Libya ’arrests’ over Benghazi US 
consulate deaths’ 
24.11.2013 
131 BBC.co.uk 17.09.2012 ”Anti-Islam film: Hezbollah calls 
for Lebanon protests” 
24.11.2013 
132 BBC.co.uk 17.09.2012 ”Anti-Islam film: Thousands 
protest around Muslim world” 
24.11.2013 
133 BBC.co.uk 17.09.2012 ”Lebanon Hezbollah head rallies 
against anti-Muslim film” 
24.11.2013 
134 BBC.co.uk 18.09.2012 ”Afghanistan suicide bomber hits 
foreigners on Kabul bus” 
24.11.2013 
135 
 
BBC.co.uk 18.09.2012 ”Benghazi defiant after US 
consulate attack” 
24.11.2013 
136 BBC.co.uk 18.09.2012 ”Egypt orders arrest of US-based 
Copts over film” 
24.11.2013 
137 BBC.co.uk 19.09.2012 ”YouTube under new pressure 
over anti-Muslim film” 
24.11.2013 
138 BBC.co.uk 20.09.2012 ”Actress Cindy Lee Garcia sues 
over Innocence of Muslims” 
24.11.2013 
139 BBC.co.uk 20.09.2012 ”Q&A: Anti-Islam film” 24.11.2013 
140 BBC.co.uk  20.09.2012 ”Pakistan anti-Islam film protest 
ends in Islamabad” 
24.11.2013 
141 BBC.co.uk 20.09.2012 ”Pakistani TV shows UD ads 
condemning anti-Islam film” 
24.11.2013 
142 BBC.co.uk 20.09.2012 ”Judge denies actress’ bid to 
remove anti-Islam film” 
24.11.2013 
143 BBC.co.uk 21.09.2012 ”Fresh anti-Islam film protests in 
Muslim countries” 
24.11.2013 
144 BBC.co.uk 21.09.2012 ”Muslims in Scottish Parliament 
film protest” 
24.11.2013 
145 BBC.co.uk 21.09.2012 ”Protesters gather at Birmingham 
Bullring centre” 
24.11.2013 
146 BBC.co.uk 21.09.2012 ”Pakistan film protests: 19 die in 
Karachi ad Peshawar” 
24.11.2013 
147 BBC.co.uk 22.09.2012 ”Three arrest in Birmingham’s 
Bullring protest” 
24.11.2013 
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148 BBC.co.uk 22.09.2012 ”Thousands protest over anti-
Islam film in Kano Nigeria” 
24.11.2013 
149 BBC.co.uk 22.09.2012 ”Muslims protest in Cardiff 
against anti-Islam film” 
24.11.2013 
150 BBC.co.uk 22.09.2012 ”Anti-Islam film: Pakistan 
minister offers bounty” 
24.11.2013 
151 BBC.co.uk 23.09.2012 ”Anti-Islam film: Pakistan 
minister’s bounty condemned” 
24.11.2013 
152 BBC.co.uk 23.09.2012 ”Anti-Islam film: US condemns 
Pakistan minister’s bounty” 
24.11.2013 
153 BBC.co.uk 28.09.2012 ”Profile: Nakoula Basseley 
Nakoula” 
24.11.2013 
154 BBC.co.uk 28.09.2012 ”Nakoula Basseley Nakoula held 
for violating probation” 
24.11.2013 
155 BBC.co.uk 09.10.2012 ”Egypt’s secularists and liberals 
seek redemption” 
24.11.2013 
156 BBC.co.uk 14.10.2012 ”Anti-Islam film protest outside 
Google’s London HQ” 
24.11.2013 
157  BBC.co.uk 07.11.2012 ”US anti-Islam filmmaker 
Nakoula Basseley Nakoula jailed” 
24.11.2013 
158 BBC.co.uk 12.12.2012 ”Egypt court jails blogger Alber 
Saber for blasphemy” 
24.11.2013 
159 BBC.co.uk 31.12.2012 ”Pakistan briefly lifts block on 
Youtube” 
24.11.2013 
160 CNNInternatio
nal.com 
16.09.2012 ”As protests calm, tensions 
remain as U.S seeks to protect 
embassies” 
18.12.2013 
161 CNNInternatio
nal.com 
16.09.2012 ”Amid uneasy calm in Cairo, 
prime minister says some were 
paid to protest” 
18.12.2013 
162 CNNInternatio
nal.com 
16.09.2012 ”4 NATO troops killed in ’insider’ 
attack in Afghanistan” 
18.12.2013 
163 CNNinternatio
nal.com 
17.09.2012 ”U.S defence secretary notes 
’enhanced’ capabilities amid 
Mideast unrest” 
18.12.2013 
164 CNNinternatio
nal.com 
17.09.2012 ”Actor: Anti-Islam filmmaker 
’was playing us along’” 
18.12.2013 
165 CNNinternatio
nal.com 
18.09.2012 ”No let-up in protests over anti-
Islam film” 
18.12.2013 
166 CNNinternatio
nal.com 
20.09.2012 ”Actress in anti-Islamic film files 
lawsuit against filmmaker and 
YouTube” 
24.11.2013 
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167 CNNinternatio
nal.com 
21.09.2012 ”Diplomatic missions close amid 
fear of more protests” 
24.11.2013 
168 CNNinternatio
nal.com 
21.09.2012 ”Judge: YouTube doesn’t have to 
take down anti-Islam video” 
24.11.2013 
169 CNNinternatio
nal.com 
21.09.2012 ”Clinton: No sign Stevens 
believed he was on an al Qaeda 
hit list” 
24.11.2013 
170 CNNinternatio
nal.com 
21.09.2012 ”Death, destruction in Pakistan 
amid protests tied to anti-Islam 
film” 
24.11.2013 
171 CNNinternatio
nal.com 
24.09.2012 ”Iran blocks YouTube, Google 
over Muhammed video” 
24.11.2013 
172 CNNinternatio
nal.com 
28.09.2012 ”’Innocence of Muslims’ actress 
sues filmmaker, Youtube in 
federal court” 
24.11.2013 
173 CNNinternatio
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